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ABSTRACT
Inheritance of alkali-digestion index and iodine value
was studied with seeds from Fjl and F2 plants of a cross
between Nira and an unknown variety of rice.

Nira liad mod

erately liigh alkali-digestion index and low iodine value,
while the other parent apparently had very low alkalidigestion index and high iodine value, like tliat of Century
Patna 2 31.

The second parent was supposed to be the Colusa

variety but results of the genetic populations showed this
was not the case.
A 1.6 percent potassium hydroxide solution was used
to test the genetic populations.

Individual grains of rice

were classified on the basis of extent of spreading in the
solution.
Mean alkali-digestion index for 55 individual plants
of Nira was 4•4*

Results indicated that the other parent

had an alkali-digestion index'of 2.
The seeds from F^ plants segregated and covered a
range of alkali-digestion indices from 2 to 5, with a mean
of 3 .1 .

The distribution of 1026 seeds from 12 F^ plants

was bimodal with modes in classes 2 and 4*

The results

from the seeds of F^ plants did not fit into any conventional
genetic model.
Eighteen seeds from 297 F2 plants were tested.

Vari

ation among the progenies of the 297 F^ plants was continuous
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and it was impossible to divide them .into meaningful classes.
However,

50 o f 297 lines bred true for class 2 reaction.

It was concluded from additional tests that 45 of tiie 50
lines were probably homozygous for class 2 reaction.

A

group of 171 lines showed complete range from 2 through 4
and/or 5*

However, these lines were not alike in frequency

distribution and probably were not alike genetically either.
Forty-five lines had reaction 3-5 and 18 of them had only
type 4 and 5*

Studies with additional grains revealed that

15 of the 45 lines probably were homozygous for Nira type
reaction.

Results suggested strongly that the parents

differed by 1 or a few genes with major effect and several
modifiers.

The heritability of alkali-digestion index

appeared to be high and selection among F2 plants should
be highly effective.
The cooking-soaking test failed to give reproducible
values with the seeds from F2 plants although consistent
differences were obtained with 7 rice varieties used in
preliminary tests.
The mean iodine value of 55 individual plants of the
Nira parent w a s 8.8 percent.

Results suggested that the

other parent was similar to Century Patna 23I, which had a
mean iodine value of 46.9 percent.

The 297 F 2 plants tested

had mean iodine values ranging continuously from 6 .5 to 73.0
percent.

However, the distribution of Fg plants was dis

tinctly bimodal, with 1 mode consisting of 75 plants in
VI
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class 13.3 and the otlier made up of 15 plants in class 4 8 .3 .
Partial dominance for low iodine value was indicated by the
results.

Probably one pair of genes with major effect and

several modifiers governed the inheritance of iodine value.
This trait did not behave like a typical quantitative
character or a typical qualitative one.
appeared to be higli and selection among

The heritability
plants should be

highly effective.
A higlily significant correlation coefficient of -.7
was obtained between alkali-digestion indices and iodine
values among 297 1^2 plants.

The results showed tliat tlie

association was strong, liowever, only because of the almost
complete association between extremely low alkali-digestion
indices and high iodine values for approximately 80 plants.
In the remaining 217 plants these traits behaved more or
less independently.

vxx
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INTRODUCTION

Two main types of rice are recognized on the basis of
cooking quality.

One type is dry or flaky after cooking

and the individual grains remain apart.

The grains do not

split and show high volume expansion upon cooking.

This

type is suitalbe for parboiling, canning and quick-cook
processing.

In the other type the cooked grains arc moist

and sticky.
People in different sections of the world show strong
preferences for each of these 2 types of rice.

New varieties

developed throughout the world should possess the quality
characteristics preferred by the ultimate consumer.
In the past it was assumed that cooking quality is con
trolled by the grain length.

Most long grain varieties cook

dry and flaky while short grain varieties generally cook
moist and sticky.

However, results obtained during the last

few years have provided evidence that cooking quality is
not determined by length of grain.

Such long grain varieties

as Century Patna 231 and Toro do not cook dry and flaky like
the grains of Rexoro and Bluebonnet 50.
Since starch comprises approximately 90 percent of the
dry matter of the rice endosperm, it was postulated that
cooking quality might be influenced by the nature of the
starch rather than grain length.
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It has long been appreciated that starch consists of
two components which differ in their physical properties
and behavior.

The two components of rice are amylose,

which is linear in structure, and amylopectin, which has
a branched structure.

Amylose has a low molecular weight

and yields 250 to 350 glucose units upon hydrolysis.

It

gives a deep blue color with iodine.

It is more water solu

ble and is less viscous in solution.

Amylopectin, on the

other hand, has a relatively high molecular weight and yields
over 1,000 glucose units upon hydrolysis.

It gives a purple

to reddish color with iodine.

It is less soluble in water

and more viscous in solution.

Amylose shows a low solution

stability while amylopectin has a relatively high solution
stability and consequently shows a low tendency to retrograde.
It is now generally believed that the relative amounts
of these fractions of starch are primarily responsible for
cooking quality of rice.

Varieties differ greatly in their

contents of these fractions of starch.

Common varieties in

the United States vary from 12 to 26 percent in their amylose
content.

Some introductions have been reported to contain

over 30 percent of amylose.

It has been suggested that only

varieties with 20 percent or higher of amylose are suitable
when a dry and flaky finished product is desired.
However, it has been observed that varieties having
equivalent amylose content differ appreciably in their cooking
behavior.

It has become increasingly apparent that the
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amylopectin fraction of starch influences the cooking be
havior of rice to a great extent.

Apparently there are

qualitative as well as quantitative differences with regards
to the amylopectin fraction.

Thus the gelatinization char

acteristics are not dependent upon amylose content alone.
This initiated the need for further research in this area.
In 1955 a Regional Rice Quality Laboratory was established
at Beaumont, Texas.

Trained personnel and specialized equip

ment are now available at this laboratory for making detailed
quality analyses of rice selections sent to the laboratory
by all of the rice experiment stations in the United States.
During the last few years, rapid tests have been
developed in the United States for determining the cooking
quality of large number of small samples.

In 1956 Ilalick

and Keneaster described the starch-iodine-blue test to
estimate the relative amylose content.

Because of its

rapidity and simplicity this test has become extremely useful
in breeding programs for selecting lines and strains having
high amylose content.

In 1958 Little and others described

an alkali-digestion test that was effective in determining
the cooking quality of rice.

This test is very simple to

conduct, large number of samples can be handled without
special equipment and observations can be made on individual
grains.

Other workers have shown that results of the alkali-

digestion test are associated with temperature at which the
starch will gelatinize.

Due to its association with
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temperature of gelatinization, this test is being used
intensively in the United States in rice breeding programs,
primarily for selecting lines and strains that will cook
dry and flaky.
In spite of the fact that considerable progress has
been made in the United States during the last few years in
developing rapid testing methods for cooking quality and
that the starch-iodine-blue tests and alkali-digestion tests
are being used widely in rice breeding programs, little is
known about the-inheritance of these traits.

Since the

differences among varieties in cooking quality are hereditary
rather than environmental, any information regarding the
inheritance of these differences will definitely improve the
effectiveness of breeding programs designed to combine a
specific cooking quality with other agronomic characters.
It is evident that cooking quality is a complex character
influenced by various factors; thus, it is desirable that
these traits be studied separately and that the associations
between them be determined.
Since low iodine value and moderate reaction to dilute
concentrations of potassium hydroxide are both associated
with dry and flaky cooking behavior, it was the purpose of
this study to obtain as much genetic information as possible
regarding these traits separately and to determine the
association between them.
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The study was made with the seeds from parental vari
eties, Colusa and Nira, and from
between them.

and F2 plants of a cross

The varieties Colusa and Nira differ widely

in their reaction to potassium hydroxide and iodine value.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The present literature review has been divided into
the following categories;
1.

Traits known to affect cooking quality in

rice.

2.

Studies

including

on temperature of gelatinization,

the alkali-digestion t e s t .
3 . Studies

on the cooking-soaking test.

4 . Studies

on amylose content and the iodine-blue test.

5.

Inheritance of iodine value and of gelatinization
temperature in r i c e .

1.

Traits known to affect cooking quality in rice.

According to W arth and Darabsett (28) the cooking quality
of rice is distinctly correlated with its starch quality.
Kerr (18) stated that starch is a high polymeric carbo
hydrate, the repeating unit of which is glucose.

In hot

water starch grains swell to many times their initial volume
and, if heated sufficiently, they burst, releasing material
from the inner portion of the grains, which goes into solu
tion.

Also, according to Kerr, starch consists of two

components which differ in physical properties and chemical
behavior.

The two components are amylose, a linear polymer,

and amylopectin, having a branched structure.

The amylose

fraction gives a deep blue color with iodine and has low
solution stability at ordinary concentration in water.
Amylopectin on the other hand gives purple or reddish color
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with iodine and possesses fairly high solution stability
and consequently has a low tendency to retrograde.
Beachell and Ilalick (5) attributed the major differ
ences in the processing and cooking behavior of rice to
variation in the proportion of the different kinds of starches,
As those differences were not fully understood, the authors
suggested further basic research in this field.

They pointed

out that, since the major differences were hereditary rather
than environmental, quality improvement was being approached
through breeding.
Adair (1) stated that the principal factors associated
with cooking and processing characteristics of rice were
amylose content, gelatinization temperature and pasting
characteristics of the starch.

These characteristics are

probably influenced by proteins and lipids also,

However,

the exact function of the proteins and lipids is not known.
The author also noted that varieties which cooked dry and
flaky, thus being suitable for canning and quick cooking,
were higher in amylose.

Besides, these varieties had an

intermediate gelatinization temperature and their viscosity
was lower at 94® than when cooled to 50®C.

Such varieties

showed little splitting and fraying of the kernels,
A close correlation between the iodine values and gela
tinization temperatures was reported by Rafi and Ahmad (20).
These investigators conducted cooking quality and amylograph
tests on 21 long and 5 short grain samples.

The quality
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was assessed by the expansion test, iodine-blue test and
alkali test.

Using a grade point system, these workers

reported that long grain varieties had higher grade values
than short grain varieties.
At the International Rice Research Institute (2), a
group of varieties of rice were classified into five types
on the basis of amylose content and gelatinization tempera
ture as:
(a).

Varieties having glutinous or waxy starch with
very little amylose content and low gelatiniz
ation temperature, such as Taichung Glutinous 46
with 6.1 percent amylose content and 60.5®C.
temperature of gelatinization.

(b).

Varieties having low amylose content and low
gelatinization temperature, such as Taichung 65
with 16.7 percent amylose and 67‘*C. temperature
of gelatinization.

(c).

Varieties having low amylose content but high
gelatinization temperature, typified by Century
Patna 231 with 13*5 percent amylose and a gela
tinization temperature of 76.5“C.

(d).

Varieties having high amylose content with low or
intermediate temperature of gelatiniation,

such

as Feta with 30.2 percent amylose content and
72®C. gelatinization temperature.
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(e).

Varieties having non-waxy starch with higli amylose
but with a gelatinization temperature below 63®C.,
such as Taichung Native 1 with 2 7.7 percent amylose
content and 62"C. temperature of gelatinization.

Varieties suitable for parboiling, canning and quickcook processing, according to Beachell and Stansel (8),
possessed an intermediate gelatinization temperature, high
amylose content and positive "set back."

"Set back" was

defined by these workers as the difference between the peak
viscosity of hot paste and the viscosity of the paste cooled
to 50®C.

The differences in viscosity was measured by an

amylograph.

2.

Temperature of gelatinization, including the
alkali-digestion test.

The use of dilute potassium hydroxide to distinguish
rice samples was made by Warth and Darabsett (27) as early
as 1 9 1 4 .

These workers used 1.0, 1.2g, 1.5, 1.75 and 2.0

percent solutions to distinguish several Indian varieties
of rice.

They observed that the behavior of rice towards

alkali was of a definite pattern.

Little difference was

observed between two samples of rice, one polished once
and the other polished twice, in their behavior towards
al k al i .
They concluded that the effect of alkali was governed
by the quality of starch in the grain.

According to them
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no appreciable further change in the grains took place after
24 hours when the samples were kept for 10 days.

Precautions

were taken to insure that the concentration of the solution
remained unchanged.

Sample C in their studies, which almost

completely liquefied at 60*C. by the method of fractional
liquefaction, showed disintegration in the 1.0 percent
solution.

Samples A and B, on the other hand, did not

liquefy as much at 70*C. and were also unaffected in 1.0
percent alkali.

These investigators further observed that

sample C was completely gelatinized in 2 percent solution
while A and B did not gelatinize but were disintegrated.
They mentioned that probably a correlation could be estab
lished between the action of alkali and quality of starch
in the grain.
In another publication the same authors (28) observed
a distinct relationship between cooking quality of rice and
the nature of the starch.

The starch from glutinous rices,

according to these workers, liquefied at a lower temperature
than non-glutinous rices.

Those varieties which easily

liquefied also disintegrated quickly.

They observed that

a portion of the starch in some varieties was liquefied a^
relatively low temperatures while the remainder required a
higher temperature for liquefication.
In 1938 the use of dilute alkali was suggested by Jones
(1 7 ) for preliminary testing of hybrids for cooking quality.
By placing samples in a 2.38 percent potassium hydroxide
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solution for 24 hours it was found that all kernels of the
Blue Rose, Supreme Blue Rose, Calady, Caloro, and Colusa
varieties disintegrated into clear masses.

However, kernels

of Early Prolific and Lady Wright were opaque in 15 out of
16 tests.

Tlie kernels of Fortune, Rexoro, Nira and Diletus

were about equally divided between clear and intermediate
types of disintegration.

The evidence of some association

in certain rice varieties between the type of kernel dis
integration in the alkali solution and cooking quality was
indicated.

The author also reported an interaction between

varieties and temperatures.

Some varieties disintegrated

more completely at 30* and 35* than at 20* and 25*C.

While

others disintegrated more completely at 20* and 25® than at
30* and 35®C.
The response of white milled rice kernels to treatment
with 1,7 percent potassium hydroxide was reported by Little
jet

(1 9 ) to be largely a varietal characteristic.

The

evaluation was based on spreading and clearing of the grains.
These workers studied 62 lots from 25 varieties, representing
3 crop years and 4 geographical areas of the United States.
It was concluded that slight to moderate spreading and clearing
was characteristic of most long grain varieties.

Highly

significant negative correlation coefficients of -.51 between
degree of spreading and panel score for cohesiveness and of
-.85 between degree of clearing and panel score were obtained.
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Based on the temperature of gelatinization and upon
water uptake at two or more temperatures, Beachell and Ilalick
(7) divided rice varieties into three groups.
groups were:

The three

(a) low gelatinizing varieties such as Caloro,

Calrose, Blue Rose, Colusa and Zenithj

(b) intermediate

gelatinizing varieties such as Bluebonnet, Improved Blue
bonnet, Sunnbonnet, Fortuna, Rexoro and Texas Patna;

(c) high

gelatinizing group such as Century Patna 231 and Early Prolific,
These groups corresponded closely with varietal groupings
based on cooking t e xture.
Hogan and Planck (14) observed that the water absorption
values of hydrated kernels agreed with cohesive properties,
cooking characteristics and with the type of grain, when the
tests were made at 70®C. for 20 to 30 minutes.

The water

absorption values were expressed as the percentage of water
in the cooked and rinsed rice calculated on the basis of
dry weight of the undissolved and unseparated portion of the
cooked grain.

High water absorption values were indicative

of sticky cooking quality of r i c e .

Long grain varieties

possessing superior cooking quality, characterised by a dry,
fluffy state without being sticky, possessed low water
absorption values.

They observed that rice varieties with

low amylose content (13 to 15 percent) generally absorbed
more water than did those with high amylose content (19 to
22 p e r c e n t .)
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Distinct differences in water absorption values dis
appeared when the tests were made at a temperature above
70**C.

In the opinion of the authors, the masking of the

differences was due to swelling followed by gelatinization
of the starch above 70*C.
In 1 9 5 9 , Halick and Kelly (12) studied gelatinization
and pasting characteristics in addition to water uptake
at 72®, 77* and 82®C.

These workers reported that with

three replicate determinations on the same lot of rice it
was possible to estimate the temperature of gelatinization
within the range of ^0.5*C. by an amylograph.

Long grain

varieties gelatinized at a higher temperature than short
and medium grain.

Toro, in spite of being a long grain

variety, was an exception to this rule.

Century Patna 231

gelatinized at a much higher temperature than any other long
grain variety.

Both of these varieties have been reported

to have atypical cooking characteristics for long grain
rice.

According to these workers, the low gelatinization

and peak viscosity temperatures of the glutinous varieties
together with their short gelatinization time were indicative
of a homogeneous composition of the starch.

Water uptake number of 17 varieties as determined by
these workers was closely related to the temperature of
gelatinization as determined by amylograph.

Short and medium

grain varieties with low gelatinization temperatures (64*5*
to 67.5®C.) absorbed more water at lower temperature than
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did long grain types.

Toro, with low gelatinization tempera

ture like short grain varieties had a water uptake number
similar to that of the short grain types.

These workers

noted that water uptake at higher temperatures might be a
function of size and shape of the endosperm.

Under these

conditions the varietal difference in composition would be
masked.

Gelatinization temperature was not found to be

entirely dependent upon the amylose content.

In i960 Halick _et

(13) compared the gelatinization

temperatures of varieties obtained by different methods.
The methods used were amylograph determination, the loss of
microscopic birefringence (BEPT), and estimation of granule
swelling.

A good agreement among these individual methods

was obt a i n e d .

The correlation between amylograph determin

ation and the BEPT method was +0.939 and that between amylograph
value and granule swelling procedure was +0.995.

These

values were highly significant statistically.
%

Stansel ^

(26) reported that atmospheric tempera

ture under which the rice was grown had a very uniform and
pronounced effect on birefringence end-point temperature
(BEPT).

W i t h the lowering of temperature a decrease in

BEPT was noticed.

In 1961 Beachell and Stansel

(8 )

presented data for

13 varieties of rice, showing a close association between
temperature of gelatinization and alkali-digestion index.
The gelatinization temperature was determined by birefringence
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end-point temperature and amylograph technique.

Spreading

and clearing indices in the alkali-digestion test for the
13 varieties were also presented.

In the alkali-digestion

test 6 whole milled grains were soaked for 23 hours in a
weak alkali solution (2.00 to 2.08 percent potassium
hydroxide) at a temperature of 30®C.

The concentration of

alkali solution used by the authors was based on the reaction
of previously tested Century Patna 23I control samples.

The

authors .stated, "The grains of the Century Patna 231 control
sample should swell slightly but should not develop a collar."
The results showed that all varieties having low temperature
of gelatinization had high alkali-digestion indices.

Those

varieties having intermediate temperature of gelatinization
showed a moderately low degree of spreading and clearing
in the alkali-digestion test.

Two varieties. Century Patna

231 and Early Prolific, which had high temperatures of gela
tinization had extremely low alkali-digestion indices.

The

authors stated, "Alkali-digestion technique described by
Little et ^

. was used to classify early generation hybrid

lines for relative gelatinization temperature."
According to the authors gelatinization temperature of
a group of common rice varieties and selections varied from
62® to 80®C.

They divided the varieties into three classes

on the basis of temperature of gelatinization.
classes were:

The three

(a) low, ranging from 62® to 69®C.; (b) inter

mediate, ranging from 70® to 74®C.; (c) high, ranging from
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75® to 80®C.

A marked effect of environment was observed

on temperature of gelatinization.

Some late seeded vari

eties tended to show lower gelatinization temperature than
when seeded early.

It was observed that varieties classified

as intermediate gelatinizing types when ripened under normal
Gulf Coast summer temperatures fell within the range of 70®
to 75®C.

However, when these varieties ripened during cool

weather (comparable to that of late October and early
November), the gelatinization temperature fell within the lower
gelatinization range (62® to 69®C.), with no apparent adverse
effect on quality.
Workers at the International Rice Research Institute
in the Philippines (2) also reported that the alkali spreading
and clearing values of whole milled rice could be used as
a measure of temperature of gelatinization.

It was pointed

out that gelatinization temperature was directly related
to the cooking time.

Results from 16 varieties showed that

gelatinization temperature was not significantly related to
amylose content.

These characters were reported to be

independent of each other.

3.

Studies on cooking-soaking test.

Jodon and Jenkins (15) observed qualitative differences
among varieties of rice when 25 to 30 grams of rice were
cooked in aluminum "coffee" balls in an excess of water for
18 to 20 minutes.

A pasty texture of the grain was associated

with a firm mold of cooked rice with a minimum expansion and
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a glossy appearance.

A mold of boiled rice with a maximum

expansion and a flaky texture was assumed by these workers
to be most desirable.

The ease with which samples of dif

ferent varieties were masticated and swallowed was found to
be associated with cooking quality.

In another test these

authors rolled about a teaspoonful of boiled rice into a
ball.

The tenderness was indicated by a tendency of the

ball, if formed at all, to break apart upon manipulation.
In 1956 Smith (25) cooked rice samples and soaked them
overnight to test the quality.
examined next day.

The amount of splitting was

Sticky cooking quality of the grain was

associated with longitudinal splitting and curling of all
the g r a i n s .

Dry, flaky quality of grain on the other hand
w.„

"

was associated with lack of splitting.
Similar observations were made by Ilalick and Keneaster
(11) in a different experiment.
minutes and soaked it overnight.

They cooked rice for 20
A consistent longitudinal

splitting and curling at the ends were shown by every grain
in the sample of poor quality.

Two hundred individual samples

of hybrid material were tested and the cooking test was
found to be in agreement with the iodine-blue test in 86
percent of the samples.

The results in 8 percent were

indeterminate and no agreement was found in 6 percent of
the samples.
In 1957 Beachell and Halick (6) reported that the results
obtained from the cooking-soaking test were in agreement with
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those of the starch-iodine-blue test.

However, it was

pointed out that the cooking-soaking test was not an accu
rate index of cooking quality for short and medium grain
types.
Beachell and Stansel (8) presented comparative data
obtained from the advanced generations of hybrids of two
crosses for amylose content, gelatinization temperature,
set back values, and cooking-soaking rating.

The data showed

close agreement between set back values and cooking-soaking
ratings.

These workers reported that the least amount of

grain splitting was shown by selections with high amylose
c o n tent.

4.

Studies on amylose content and iodine-blue test.
In 1952 Rao et ^

. (21) reported a close positive

correlation between the swelling number of raw polished
rice and its amylose content.

Swelling number was described

by these workers as the weight of the water inbibed by 100
grams of rice when cooked in water at 98®C. under standard
conditions.

The amylose content was determined analytically.

According to these workers rice with high swelling number
was preferred in India because it became soft when cooked.
It was suggested that swelling number might, therefore,
be used as an index of the cooking quality of rice.

The

authors pointed out that the swelling number was an index
of the rigidity of structure of the grain.

Grains possessing

comparatively loose structure had high swelling number.
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loose structure of the grain according to these workers
was caused by the linear chain polymer, amylose.
• Williams e_t a l . (29) reported that rice samples analy
sing about 20 percent amylose were most satisfactory from
the cooking point of view because these samples gave a
fluffy, non-sticky cooked product.
According to Smith (25) rice varieties containing
relatively higher precentages of amylose were hydrated and
dehydrated more readily than those containing relatively
higher percentages of amylopectin, which made the latter
unsuitable for cooking.
Ilalick and Keneaster (11) described in 1956 a starchiodine-blue test for detecting varietal differences in milled
rice samples.

It was pointed out that the differences among

the varieties were relative and actual readings varied with
the conditions of the t e s t .

The results of these workers

lent some support to the general opinion that a high amylose
content was associated with the superior cooking and pro
cessing characteristics.

According to these workers swelling

number described by Rao and co-workers (l o c . cited) was not
a reliable indication of cooking quality of American vari
eties.

Some of the advantages of the iodine-blue test

described by the authors were its relative eas ^ rapidity
and the fact that only a small sample of rice was required
for the test.

These workers remarked that the iodine-blue

test was more sensitive than the alkali t e s t , the latter
being less objective.
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Beachell and Halick (7) observed that amylose content
was independent of gelatinization temperature in most instanees.

However, amylose content was found to be associated

in some way with some cooking characteristics.
In another study the same workers (6) reported close
agreement between low iodine values and dry, fluffy cooking
characteristics.

They concluded that there was strong evidence

that iodine values could be used effectively as an index of
processing and cooking characteristics.
Batcher ^

al.

(3) investigated water uptake ratio of

eight long and short grain varieties.

The water uptake

ratio was determined by eooking the sample in boiling water
for a specified time (12, 16, 20, 24 or 28 minutes).

Higher

values were observed for long grain varieties like Century
Patna, Rexoro, and Texas Patna than for short grain like
Caloro and Colusa.

Volume of cooked rice was also higher

for long grain varieties than for short grain ones.
Batcher ^

(4) further applied these tests to 26

varieties of rice grown in different regions of the United
States over different crop years.

The type of grain was

again found to influence the water absorption of r i c e .

A

highly significant positive correlation coefficient of 0.674
was found between the water uptake ratio and cohesiveness
score.

Higher scores for cohesiveness were indicative of

well separated grains and lower scores signified a sticky
characteristic.
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Williams

(30) converted values for the percentage

transmission of iodine from the iodine-blue test to asorbances and obtained a correlation coefficient of O.Çlô
between the values from the starch-iodine-blue test and
amylose data.

The iodine values data were obtained at

the Rice-Pasture Experiment Station, Beaumont, Texas and
amylose data were obtained both at the Louisiana State
University and at tlie Southern Utilization Research and
Development Division, New Orleans.

The data presented

sliowed close association between the iodine values and amylose
content of a number of varieties.

The findings of these

workers indicated that amylose content might be responsible
for the general processing characteristics of short, medium,
and long grain varieties.
Ilalick and Kelly (12) observed that there were quan
titative and qualitative differences in the amylopectin
fraction of the starch and these differences influenced
cooking characteristics.
Ilalick (10) in 1960 observed that at cooler tempera
ture during ripening of the grain the iodine values decreased
markedly indicating that the deposition of amylose was
enhanced at the expense of amylopectin.

The amylose content

was analysed and found to be in agreement with that indicated
by the iodine-blue t e s t .
Stansel et

(26) also reported increase of amylose

with decrease in temperature.

These observations were made

under controlled day length and temperature conditions.
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It was reported from the International Rice Research
Institute in tlic Philippines (2) that amylose content was
directly related to the flakiness and to the volume of
expansion of cooked rice.

A highly significant positive

correlation coefficient of 0.839 was reported between the
set back values and amylose content.

It was observed that

pasting characteristics and amylose content were closely
related to the cooking and eating qualities of these samples
in their countries of origin.
Beachell and Stansel (8) estimated relative amylose
content of several hybrid lines using the starch-iodine-blue
test.

They pointed out that the iodine-blue test was also

useful in detecting high gelatinizing types.

Samples gela

tinizing at a temperature above 77“C. showed little amylose
diffusion,

and consequently gave high iodine values.

Select

ions showing high positive set back values also gave liigh
amylose content.

5^.

Inheritance of iodine value and of gelatinization
temperature in r i c e .

Beachell and Ilalick (7) stated that in segregating
populations selections possessing either low or high iodine
values invariably bred true.

Many selections of intermediate

iodine values segregated in the following generation for
high, intermediate and low iodine values.

When

plants

of a cross between Century Patna 231 and Texas Patna were
back crossed to Texas Patna, these workers recovered plants
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with either low or intermediate iodine values.

However,

when Century Patna 231 was used as the recurrent parent
about 50 percent of the plants of the first generation
possessed iodine values like those of Century Patna 231.
Based on these observations the authors concluded that the
high iodine value of Century Patna 231 was controlled by a
single gene.
Some first generation plants of a cross (Century Patna
231 X Texas Patna) x Texas Patna had lower iodine values
than tlie low iodine parent, Texas Patna, indicating transgressive segregation for this character.

This was also

observed by these workers in some other crosses.

However,

no transgressive segregation for low iodine values was
indicated in the cross (Bluebonnet 50 x Texas Patna) x
Texas Patna.
A wide range of types varying from 17 to 92 percent
iodine transmission were obtained in the F2 population of a
cross of Century Patna x C.I. 9359.

From the results,

Beachell and Ilalick could not establish any genetic ratio,
but they pointed out that two or more genetic factors were
involved.
In another study the same workers (6) obtained iodine
values on bulk population and I98 pedigree selections from
a cross between Century Patna 231 and Bluebonnet 50.

Here

too, they reported that selections with iodine values of
75 percent or above usually gave high readings in the later
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generations.

Likewise selections with values of 30 percent

or below tended to produce progenies with low mean values.
As selections with intermediate values segregated for low,
intermediate and high values, it was concluded t]iat select
ions of intermediate values might have been heterozygous for
genes controlling this character.

The results obtained by

these workers in other crosses showing a wide range in iodine
values also supported the earlier observations.
Seetharaman (24) studied the inheritance of iodine
value in a cross between Toro and Texas Patna.

Partial

dominance for low iodine was noted by the author in this
cross.

The autlior concluded that the parental difference

for iodine value in tlie cross was governed by one pair of
major genes and several modifiers.
several lines of' evidence.

This was supi^orted by

Transgressive segregation was

noted for high iodine value only.

The author obtained a few

F 2 plants and F 3 lines presumably homozygous for extremely

higli iodine values.

From tliese observations he concluded

that some kind of gene interaction was involved.

It was

assumed that those plants or lines probably had Iiigli gela
tinization temperature, the latter having a complicating
influence on iodine values.

He also assumed that those

plants or lines probably had low amylose c o n t e n t .

On the

basis of a high heritability value of 98 percent obtained
from the regression of F 3 means on F2 plant values the author
concluded that selection for iodine value on the individual
plant basis should be very effective.
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Beachell and Stansel (8) reported results obtained from
advanced selections of two crosses.

In one cross, Jojutla, a

Mexican variety possessing intermediate gelatinization tempera
ture and liigli amylose content, was crossed with Bluebonnet 50,
an intermediate gelatinizing type with moderately liigh amylose
content.

All of the 29 selections examined from this cross

showed intermediate gelatinization temperature and moderately
high to high amylose content.

These characters fell within

the range of values shown by the parents.
In the other cross, Jojutla was crossed with Century
Patna 231, the latter with a liigh gelatinization temperature
and with low amylose content.

In this cross 3 of the 11

selections studied were either high gelatinizing or segregated
high and intermediate.

The high gelatinizing selections of

tliis cross averaged 17.2 percent amylose comijared with the
average of 31 »7 percent for those which had intermediate
temperature of gelatinization.

In the few strains tested

quantitatively for amylose, these workers did not obtain any
strain having higJi gelatinization temperature and high
amylose content.

From these results they concluded that

gelatinization temperature and amylose content appeared to
be genetically independent.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

The material used in tliis study consisted of plants
of the Colusa and Nira varieties of rice and of the

and

F 2 generations of a cross between Colusa and Nira.
Jones (16) described the parents of the cross.

Colusa

(C.I. 1 ,600) is a short grain, early maturing, Japonica
variety of rice.

It is a pure line selection from Chinese,

a variety introduced in I909 by Haven Metcalf.

The selection

was made in I 9II by Charles E. Chambliss and J. Mitchell
Jenkins at the Rice Experiment Station, Crowley, Louisiana.
Colusa was tested at the Biggs Rice Field Station in
California from 1913 to I9I 6 and was distributed by that
station in 1917 and I9I8 .
Nira is a late maturing Indica variety characterised
by long slender grain.

It is a pure line selection from a

variety introduced by the United States Department of
Agriculture in I 9II from the Philippines.

The selection

was made by Charles E. Chambliss and J. Mitchell Jenkins
at the Rice Experiment Station, Crowley.

In 1932 Nira was

released for commercial production in Louisiana.
The cross was selected for the present study because
of the differences in the parents in iodine value and gela
tinization temperature.

Nira has low iodine value and

intermediate gelatinization temperature.

Colusa has higli

iodine value and high gelatinization temperature.
26
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The cross was made in 1957 in the greenhouse at Louisiana
State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.

The

seeds

were stored in a refrigerator until sown in February, 1962.
The Fj plants from these seeds were grown under greenhouse
conditions.
Of the 15 F2 seeds planted, 12 plants survived and pro
duced seeds.

These 12 plants were harvested individually

and numbered from 1 through 12 for identification.

Approx

imately 1,000 seeds from F^ plant number 3 were spaced singly
in 12 rows on May 14, 1963, at the Rice Experiment Station,
Crowley, Louisiana.
Seeds from the exact parent plants used in the cross
in 1957 were not available for planting with the F 2 popu
lation.

However, it was assumed that the Colusa and Nira

varieties which had been under cultivation for a considerable
length of time, were homogeneous and had not undergone any
change in the period between 1957 and 1963-

Consequently,

seeds of Colusa and Nira were obtained from the Rice
Experiment Station, Crowley, and one row of each variety
was planted along side the rows of the F2 population.
seeds came from the I962 crop of that station.

These

The plants

grown from seeds of these varieties were considered as
representing the genotypes of the original parent plants.
All plants which had reached maturity in the first six
rows of the F2 population were harvested individually on
September 4 , 1963 , and were numbered consecutively from
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1 through 280.

Sixty plants of the early maturing parent,

Colusa, were also harvested on September 4 , 19Ô3*

Plants

which had matured in the second six rows were harvested on
September 9, 19Ô3 and numbered from 281 through 68O.

All

the remaining F 2 plants, which were late in maturity, from
these 12 rows were harvested individually on September 26,
1963 and numbered from 68I through 948.

On the same day

sixty plants of the late maturing Nira parent were also
harvested and numbered from 1 through 60 for identification.
From the 948 F2 plants, 297 were selected for the
present study.

These represented I83 plants from the early

maturing group harvested on September 4, and II4 plants
from the late maturing group, harvested on September 26.
Five grams of seeds from each of the 297 F2 plants,
52 Colusa plants and 55 plants of Nira were dehulled sepa
rately with a McGill Sheller.
The dehulled grain samples from the individual plants
were milled in a "test tube" mill at the Rice Experiment
Station, Crowley, Louisiana.

Approximately 4 grams of brown

rice from each plant and 4 grams of abrasive were placed
in a test t u b e .

The test tubes were tightly closed and

inserted in a specially built wooden test tube block.

The

block was mounted and shaken for 25 minutes in an electrically
powered shaking machine constructed by Dr. C. N. Bollich
at the Rice Experiment Station.

After shaking, each test

tube was emptied separately into a sieve to remove the
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abrasive and small broken grains and the unbroken, milled
grain was

placed in a labelled coin envelope.

Seven varieties representing various known cooking
quality groups were used in preliminary tests to determine
the reliability of the testing methods adopted.

The seven

varieties used as controls were Rexoro, Bluebonnet 50, Nira,
Century Patna 231, Nato, Zenith and Colusa.

Tlie seeds of

these varieties were obtained from the Rice Experiment
Station, Crowley, and had been grown in 1962.
The controls and experimental material were evaluated
by three techniques which are used at present in rice breeding
programs in the U. S. for evaluating cooking behavior.

These

techniques are known as the alkali-digestion test, the cookingsoaking test and the iodine-blue test.
Alkali-digestion t e s t .
described by Little ^

The alkali-digestion technique

(19) was used in a modified form.

Eighteen whole milled kernels from eacJi of the seven control
varieties were spaced evenly in small petri dishes containing
a dilute solution of potassium hydroxide.

In order to deter

mine the most suitable solution, four concentrations— 1.5,
1.6, 1.7 and 2.0 percent— were tested.

The concentrations

were prepared from a 25 percent stock solution.
of the solution were used in each petri dish.

Thirty ml.
The stock

solution was prepared by dissolving 294.1 grams of potassium
hydroxide pellets of 85 percent purity in one liter of
distilled w a t e r .
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The petri dishes containing milled rice grains and
potassium liydroxide solution were placed in an incubator
maintained at 30®C.

After 23 hours the petri dishes were

removed from the incubator.

The individual grains were

then classified according to the following scale based on
the degree of spreading of the starch;
Class score

Kernel condition

1.

Kernel not affected.

2.

Kernel swollen.

3.

Kernel whole, collar

(band ofdisintegrated

starch granules) narrow, complete or
incomplete, little or no splitting.
4.

Collar wide, complete or incomplete, little
or no splitting or segmentation.

5.

Collar wide or narrow, complete or
incomplete with marked splitting.

6.

Kernels dispersed, cottony appearance, no
signs of chalkiness left.

7.

Kernels completely dispersed and

partially

c le ar ed .
On the basis of the results obtained with the seven
control varieties,

a concentration of 1.6 percent was adopted

for testing the hybrid material.

Genotypically the seeds

harvested from an F 2 plant contain an endosperm that is in
the Fj generation.

Since milled grains were used in the

tests, all characters studied involved the endosperm.
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Consequently the hybrid material tested will be referred
to as Fj lines rather than F 2 plants.

A total of 297 F 3

lines were tested in 1.6 percent solution of potassium
hydroxide using 18 seeds per line.

All plants of the Colusa

and Nira parental varieties, which were grown along witli tlie
hybrid material, were also tested individually.

In addition,

one sample of the Century Patna 231 variety was included witli
each group of Fg lines.

Individual grains of tlie F g lines

and three varieties were classified in accordance with the
numerical scale described previously.
After testing, the lines were grouped into various
classes based on the degree of spreading.

Twenty-nine lines,

representing various groups of reaction, were selected and
studied more thoroughly, using 90 seeds from each line.
Finally, 94 Fg lines representing various groups of
reaction were also tested in 2.0 percent solution.
Following the testing of the hybrid material,
digestion data were weighted.

the alkali-

The number of grains in each

score class was multiplied by its respective class score.
The products in one line were added together.

The total

was then divided by the number of grains tested in the line.
The weighted means thus obtained were used as indices for
statistical analysis and presentation of the data in tabular
f orms.
Cooking-soaking t e s t .

The seven varieties used in the

alkali-digestion tests were also used to determine the
reliability of the cooking-soaking test.

Thirty grains from
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each of these varieties were placed in tea balls.

The tea

balls were kept in boiling water for various lengths of time.
The cooking times used were;

6, 8, 10, 12, 15 and 20 minutes.

The temperature of tlie boiling water was checked periodically
and was found to range between 100.5® and 101“C.

After

cooking for the desired length of time, the tea balls con
taining cooked rice were immediately placed in a water
container maintained at room temperature.
cedure stopped the cooking process.

The latter pro

After cooling,

the

cooked samples were removed from the tea balls and put into
petri dishes containing distilled water.
The petri dishes were kept for 23 hours in an incubator
maintained at 30 * C.

The individual grains in the sample

were then classified visually on the basis of extent of
spreading and degree of splitting.

The classes recognized

for each type of behavior were as follows;

A . Spreading of grains
2.

Kernels

swollen, outline smooth.

3.

Kernels

swollen, outline slightly

4.

Kernels

swollen, outline rough.

5.

Outline

rough and kernels badly s p l i t .

rough.

B. Splitting of grains
0.

No splitting

1.

1 cross split or a longitudinal split of
less than

the length of the kernel.
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2.

2 to 3 cross splits or a longitudinal split
of 1/4 to 1/3 the length of the kernel.

3.

More than 3 cross splits and/or more than I/3
length of the kernel longitudinally split.

A cooking time of 8 minutes was selected for testing
the Fj li nes.

All of the 297 lines were tested, using 30

seeds from each line.

The classification of the individual

grains was made according to the scales described above.
Individual plants of the parental varieties, Colusa and Nira,
were also included in these test.
Iodine-blue t e s t .

The procedure followed for this test

was described by Halick and Keneaster in 1956.

The iodine-

blue tests were conducted at the Rice and Pasture Experiment
Station, Beaumont, Texas, with the assistance and under tlie
supervision of Dr. B. D. Webb.
Five grams of rough rice from each of the 297 F^ lines
and plants of the parental varieties were dehulled with a
McGill Sheller.

The brown rice was milled in a small-sample

rice test tube mill described by Scott et al.

(24).

The

procedure followed was the same as that described by the
authors except that the shaking was done for 60 minutes.
The milled samples were polished in a small-sample
rice polishing-machine by the procedure described by Scott
et

(2 5 ).
The polished grains of each sample were finely ground

so as to pass through a 0.5 mm. screen.

One gram of this
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powdered rice, which represented a composite sample of an
F j line, was transferred to a 250 ml. Erlenmcyer flask.
this flask 100 ml. of distilled water was added.

In

Twenty

flasks, eacli containing a 1 gram rice sample in 100 ml. of
distilled water, were tested in a group.

Each group included

2 plants of eacJi parental variety, one sample of Century
Patna 231 and 15 Fj lines.

These flasks were fastened

into five specially built liolders.

The holders were placed

in a water bath maintained.at 77*C. for 45 minutes.

The

flasks were kept closed with a light aluminum cover while
in the hot water bath.

After the desired heating time tlie

flasks were removed and allowed to cool for about 15 minutes.
The contents wore then filtered through Whatman Number 12
filter papers.
Ten ml. of the filtrate from each sample were pipetted
into a 100 ml. flask, containing 1 ml. of an iodine solution
(prepared from 2 grams iodine and 20 grams of potassium iodide
in one liter solution), 1 ml. of 30 percent hydrochloric
acid solution and 60 to 70 ml. of distilled water.

The

volume of this flask was then made up to the 100 ml. mark
and shaken thoroughly.

A photoelectric colorimeter set at

600 mu. was used to determine the intensity of the blue
color.

The colorimeter was set at 100 percent transmission

with a blank prepared from 1 ml. of iodine-potassium-iodide
solution and 1 ml. of hydrochloric acid solution, made up to
100 ml. with distilled water.
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The data obtained from the iodine-blue test and alkalidigestion test were analysed to provide information on the
nature of inheritance of tliese characters.

The correlation

coefficient between iodine values and alkali-digestion was
calculated.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the various experiments will be presented
under 4 major topics;

alkali-digestion tests, cooking-

soaking tests, starch-iodine-blue tests and correlation
between alkali-digestion and starch-iodine-blue reactions.

Alkali-Digestion Tests
Tlie most detailed studies conducted involved several
phases of research pertaining to the effects of dilute
concentrations of potassium hydroxide on the starch of milled
rice grains.

Preliminary tests with seven rice varieties
in dilute concentrations of potassium hydroxide.
Due to its association with temperature of gelati
nization, the alkali-digestion test is being used intensively
at present in rice breeding programs of the United States,
primarily for selecting lines and strains which will cook
dry and fluffy.

Altliough it is known that marked varietal

differences exist for reaction to dilute concentrations of
potassium hydroxide and that a moderately low reaction is
associated with desirable cooking behavior, almost nothing
is known concerning the inheritance and breeding behavior
of this character.

For these reasons, an effort was made in

the present study to obtain as much genetic information as
possible pertaining to the alkali-digestion character
in the Colusa x Nira cross.

36
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To determine tlie reliability of the testing method
adopted for the genetic material,

7 varieties representing

various known reactions to dilute concentrations of potassium
hydroxide were studied in preliminary experiments.

Alkali-

digestion values of these varieties have been reported recently
by other workers (8).
In the first test, 2 concentrations, representing 1.7
and 2.0 percent potassium hydroxide solutions, were used.
Eighteen whole milled kernels from each of the 7 varieties
were spaced evenly in small petri dishes containing 30 ml.
of the solution.

Fourteen petri dishes thus prepared from

2 concentrations of potassium hydroxide solution and 7 I’ice
varieties were placed in an incubator maintained at 30“C.
After 23 hours the individual grains were evaluated for
spreading on a 7 point numerical scale.

The scale lias been

described in the Materials and Methods section.
The above test was repeated on the following day.
There was no appreciable difference between the results of
the two tests.

The results of tlie 2 tests were, therefore,

averaged and are presented in Table 1.

The data in Table 1

show that at the 1.7 percent concentration Century Patna 231
gave a distinctly different reaction from the other varieties.
The low value for this variety of 2.1 indicates swelling of
grains but practically no disintegration of starch.

This

result is in agreement with published data on reaction of
Century Patna 231.

It normally shows only swelling of grains

at concentrations which cause observable degree of disinte
gration in other cultivated varieties.
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Table 1.

Results from a preliminary test with seven
rice varieties in dilute concentrations of
potassium hydroxide.

Varieties

alkali-digestion indices# at 2 concen
trations of potassium hydroxide solution
2.0 percent
1.7 percent

Century Patna 231

2.1

4.0

Rexoro

4.0

7.0

Bluebonnet 50

4.0

6.5

Nira

4.5

7.0

Colusa

6.3

7.0

Zenith

6.6

7.0

Nato

6.8

7.0

"M'A complete description of the procedures followed in
determining the alkali-digestion indices is given in
the Materials and Methods section.
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The otlier long grain varieties, Rexoro, Bluebonnet 50
and Nira, gave very similar values at the 1.7 percent con
centration with respect to each other.

Tlie values of 4 to

5 found for these varieties indicate a moderate reaction,
with appreciable disintegration of starch.

These varieties

have been reported as having the type of reaction shown in
Table 1.
Colusa, Zenith and Nato reacted strongly to the 1.7
percent solution, with almost complete gelatinization of the
starch.

This type of reaction was very distinct from either

of the first two groups.

The reaction of these three vari

eties is in agreement with that reported by previous workers.
In the 2.0 percent solution Century Patna 231 showed
as before quite a distinct reaction from all other varieties.
However, in this concentration it showed moderate disinte
gration, of the starch.

All other varieties were completely

gelatinized in this concentration and no distinction could
be made between them.

;•

It is apparent from the results obtained with the 1.7
percent solution that the technique gave reliable resu.T ts
since the behavior of the 7 test varieties agreed cl

,ely

with that reported previously.
For the 2.0 percent solution, however, the results are
at variance with the previous reports as no distinction could
be made between varieties which were known to have moderately
low and those known to have a strong reaction.
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therefoi’e , that the 1,7 percent solution is more reliable
for testing reaction to dilute concentrations of potassium
liydroxide under the conditions that the writer was working.
It is also apparent that at the 1.7 percent concentra
tion a rather marked distinction could be detected between
the two varieties, Nira and Colusa, wliich served as the
parents of the hybrid material involved in the present study,
with Nira affected only moderately and Colusa influenced
st ro ng ly .
Dased on the findings of the first test another pre
liminary test was conducted with three concentrations, viz.
1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 percent potassium hydroxide solutions.
The procedure adopted was essentially the same as for the
first test except for the concentrations of the solutions.
The test was repeated and as earlier no appreciable dif
ference was observed between the two replicationsj

the data

were, tlierefore, averaged and are presented in Table 2.
The data presented in Table 2 indicate that in the 1.5
percent concentration no spreading was observed in Century
Patna 231.

There was only swelling of the grains.

Rela

tively low values of spreading for Rexoro and Bluebonnet 50
indicate that these varieties did not show an appreciable
difference from Century Patna 231.

The differences shown

by these varieties at the 1.7 percent concentration in the
earlier test (Table 1) has been narrowed down considerably.
Nira on the other hand showed moderate reaction, hence behaved
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Table 2.

Results from a preliminary test with seven
rice varieties at three concentrations of
potassium hydroxide.

Varieties

alkali-digestion indices-);- at the
following concentrations of potassium
hydroxide solution.
1.6 percent
1 .7 percent
1.5 percent

Century Patna 231

2.0

2.0

2.2

Rexoro

2.8

3.8

4.6

Bluebonnet 50

2.4

3.9

4.2

Nira

4.0

4.4

4.9

Colusa

6.0

6.0

6.3

Zenitli

6.0

6.5

6.8

Nato

6.0

6.0

6.8

A complete description of the alkali-digestion indices is
given in the Materials and Methods section.
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differently from Rexoro and Bluebonnet SO.

The results for

tlie medium and short grain varieties indicate that even at
the 1.5 percent concentration a considerable degree of gela
tinization has taken place in these varieties.
In general, the results of the second preliminary test
with the 1.5 percent concentration agree with those reported
by others.
The results obtained in the 1.6 percent concentration
show that Century Patna 231 did not react appreciably.

It

silowed a distinct reaction from all other varieties as noticed
earlier.

A moderate reaction was shown by Rexoro, Bluebonnet

50 and Nira in this concentration.

The medium and short

grain varieties showed a high degree of gelatinization in
this concentration.

These results are in agreement with

those obtained by other workers (8).
In the 1.7 percent concentration Century Patna 231
showed slight disintegration of starch.

Still it was dis

tinctly different from all other varieties.

The alkali-

digestion index obtained in this experiment is fairly close
to that obtained in the first test.

The remainder of the

long grain varieties reacted moderately as before.

The

reaction of these varieties is distinct from that of Century
Patna 231.

However, with respect to each other these vari

eties reacted in a similar manner.

The group of short and

medium grain varieties showed a high degree of gelatinization.
These results are in agreement with tliose reported by other
workers (8) and those obtained by the writer in the first test
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From the data it can be concluded that the results
obtained with 1.6 and 1.7 percent concentrations are gener
ally in agreement with the reported results.

The seven

varieties can be divided into three groups and these groups
correspond to the grouping based on the temperature of
gelatinization.

Hence, the technique appears to be reliable

at these concentrations and can probably be used to obtain
genetic information from a cross involving varieties of these
different groups.

The three groups are distinct from each

other and there is no overlapping.
It is obvious from the results that the 1.5 percent
concentration does not differentiate Century Patna 231 from
the other long grain varieties Rexoro and Bluebonnet 50.
In view of the fact that other workers have shown a marked
difference between Century Patna 231 and the latter varieties,
it was concluded that the 1.5 percent concentration was,
therefore, not suitable for a genetic study of reaction to
potassium hydroxide under the conditions that the writer was
working.

It was concluded from the first experiment (Table 1)

that a 2.0 percent concentration was too strong for satis
factory differentiation.
The results indicated that either the 1,6 percent or
1.7 percent concentration could be adopted for the genetic
studies, with little basis for choosing between them.
However, since Century Patna 231 showed no disintegration
at the 1.6 percent concentration and a slight degree at the
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1.7 percent concentration, the former appears to have some
advantage since this variety was to be used as a control in
the genetic studies.
The suitability of the technique to be used for genetic
studies was tested further in a third preliminary study.
Five plants of each of the parental varieties, Colusa and
Nira, were tested individually in three different concentra
tions.

The 5 plants of each variety were assumed to be

genetically identical.

The experimental procedure and the

concentrations of potassium hydroxide were the same as used
in the second test.

The results obtained for the individual

plants are presented in Table 3»
The data for 5 individual plants of each variety in
Table 3 indicate that there was no appreciable difference
from plant to plant within a concentration.

The small vari

ation from plant to plant that occurred presumably is
environmental.

Since the 5 plants of each variety were

genetically identical,

the fact that only a small degree of

variation occurred among the 5 plants at any concentration
indicates a high degree of reliability for the technique
used.
Furthermore, the data in Table 3 show that the average
values at each concentration for 5 Nira plants are very
similar to those obtained for Nira in the second test
(Table 2).

Similarly,

the average values of 5 Colusa plants

(Table 3) are comparable to those obtained for the Colusa
variety in the second test.
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Table 3»

Results from a preliminary test with five plants
of each of the parental varieties, Nira and Colusa
in dilute concentrations of potassium hy dr ox id e.

Variety and
plant number

Nira - 1

alkali-digestion indices at the
following concentrations of potassium
hydroxide solution
1.5 percent
1.6 percent
1 .7 percent
4.0

4.2

4.4

"

- 2

3.9

4.0

4.3

"

- 3

4.1

4.3

4.7

H

_ 4

3.8

4.3

4.7

««

_ 6

3.9

4 .6

4 .6

Mean

3.9

4.3

4.5

Colusa - 1

6 .0

6.2

6.7

»«

- 2

6 .1

6.3

6.9

"

- 3

6.1

6.9

7.0

«•

- 4

6.0

6 .0

6.4

»

- 5

6 .0

6.1

7.0

6.0

6.3

6.8

Me an
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It may, therefore, be concluded that the technique
seems to be reliable under the conditions that these tests
were conducted and can be used in genetic studies.

It is

also apparent from the results in Table 3 that the indi
vidual plants of any one variety (Colusa as well as Nira)
are similar in their behavior towards dilute solutions of
potassium hydroxide.

Since the results from tliese plants

are comparable with those obtained by the author in the
second test and with those reported by other workers (8 ,1 7 ),
these plants are considered to be representative of their
respective varieties.
Because the 1.6 percent concentration generally resulted
in the sharpest, consistent differentiation among varieties
which had been reported by others to be different in reaction
to dilute solutions of potassium hydroxide, this concentration
was adopted for tests of the hybrid material in the genetic
studi es .
Reaction of seeds from Fj plants of the Colusa x Nira
cross to 1.6 percent potassium hydroxide.
The 12 plants of the

generation of a cross between

the Colusa and Nira varieties were grown in 1962 under green
house conditions at the Louisiana State U n i ve rs it y.

Seeds

were harvested from these 12 F^ plants individually and the
plants were numbered from 1 through 12 for identification.
Milled grains from these 12 plants were used to determine
their reaction to a 1.6 percent concentration of potassium
hydrox id e.
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As pointed out previously in the Materials and Methods
section,

tJie starch in the rice kernel represents the endo

sperm of the seed.

Consequently, the starch in each grain

harvested from an

plant is in the equivalent of the F 2

generation.

Through segregation of genes in the formation

of the polar nuclei and male gametes, different grains pro
duced on F2^ plants will have genetically different endosperm.
Whether this variation among the grains in genotype will
lead to differences in reaction of the starch to dilute
potassium hydroxide solutions will depend on whether the
reaction is determined by the genotype of the endosperm or
by the genotype of the Fj plant on whicli the grain is
produced.
Plants numbered 3 , 11 and 12 had only small amounts of
seeds available for testing; consequently only 18 seeds from
each of these three plants were used in the alkali-digestion
test.

The remaining 9 plants, however, had a large number

of seeds.

Consequently, IO8 seeds from each of these 9

plants were used for the test.

The check samples in this

test consisted of 36 seeds from each of tlie parental vari
eties, Nira and Colusa.
The procedure for testing was the same as used for the
preliminary tests described in the preceeding section;
however, only one concentration of potassium hydroxide (1.6
percent) was used.

The data for seeds from the 12 F% plants

and parental varieties, Nira and Colusa, used as controls
are presented in Table 4*
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The data in Table 4 show that out of 36 seeds of Nira
tested, 2 grains received a score of 3, 8 seeds were given
a score of 4 while 26 seeds were placed under class 5.

Tlie

alkali-digestion index for the 36 seeds was 4.7, indicating
a moderate reaction of Nira to potassium hydroxide.

These

results are comparable to those obtained earlier for the
Nira variety in the 1.6 percent solution (Tables 2 and 3).
This sample can, therefore, be used as an indication of tlie
reaction of N i r a .
The data in Table 4 show that out of 36 seeds of the
Colusa variety tested in 1.6 percent potassium hydroxide,
31 received a score of 6 while the remaining 5 received a
score of 7*

These results indicate that Colusa was strongly

affected by potassium hydroxide.
of these 36 seeds was 6.1,

The alkali-digestion index

Since t]iis index is fairly close

to the indices obtained in the preliminary tests (Tables 2
and 3) with the 1.6 percent concentration, it is assumed
that the sample is representative of Colusa and can serve
as an indication of the reaction of tliat variety.
The frequency distributions of seeds for the 12
plants tested show little variation among the plants.

This

is also apparent from t]ie fairly close mean indices of tlie
12 plants.
Since variation among these 12 Fj plants is not great,
it is assumed that the small variation from plant to plant
is due to environjiient.

The data for tlie 12 Fj plants can.
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Table 4«

Frequency distribution of seeds of the Colusa and
Nira varieties and from
plants* of a cross
between Colusa and Nira in alkali-digestion score
classes.

Variety or
F2 plant no

No. of seeds in the
following score classes
2
3
4
5
6
7

Nira

2 • 8

26

Colusa

31

-5

Total no
of seeds

Alkalidigestion
indices

36

4.7

36

6.1

F2 - 1

35

29

41

3

108

3.1

"

- 2

36

28

42

2

108

3.1

"

- 3

8

5

5

18

2.8

”

- 4

32

31

44

1

108

3.1

ti

- 5

31

37

37

3

108

3.1

- 6

35

33

38

2

108

3.1

"

- 7

41

19

48

108

3.1

"

- 8

34

32

37

5

108

3.1

"

- 9

48

27

31

2

108

2.9

"

- 10

47

18

39

4

108

3.0

"

- 11

5

7

6

18

3.1

«'

- 12

5

5

8

18

3.2

Total

357 271 376

22

1026

*Since the endosperm of the seeds was tested, the seeds from
F 2 plants were equivalent to the F2 generation
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tlîcreforo, be validly combined and the totals of each score
class for tJie entire 12 plants, shown at tJie bottom of
Table 4 ; can be
A total of

used for genetic interpretation.
1026 seeds were tested from tlie 12

The data in Table 4 show tJiat the seeds from

plants.

plants

varied continuously from class 2 through class 5.

The dis

tribution of the 1026 seeds was bimodal, with modes in class
2 and class 4*

However, a large number of seeds, 2 71 out

of 1026, were also in class 3.

On the other hand very few

seeds, only 22 out of 1026, were in class 5.
from tlie table that none of t]ie seeds from
placed in classes 6 and 7•
of all F% seeds

It is apparent
plants were

The mean alkali-digestion index

tested was 3 «1.

The data show tliat more variation occurred among the
seed from F% plants than in eitlier variety.
indication of genetic segregation.

This is an

Since the Fj plants

were genetically identical, it is evident that the reaction
to potassium hydroxide was determined by tlie genotype of
the endosperm rather than that of the plant on which the
seed was produced.
It is obvious from the data that the population from
plants was not derived from a cross involving the Colusa
variety but probably did have Nira as one parent.

Tlie be

havior of Colusa and Nira in Table 4 is characteristic of
the known reactions of these varieties to dilute concentra
tions of potassivun hydroxide (8,17).

The data sliow that
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Nira grains were placed in classes 3, 4 and 5, with class 5
as the mode, while Colusa liad grains in classes 6 and 7, witli
6 as the mode.

It is apparent, however, that none of the

1026 grains from the

plants were placed in classes 6 or 7,

although about two-tliirds of them were in classes 3, 4 and 5,
which were characteristics of the Nira variety.

Fui’thermore,

357 seeds from Fi plants (nearly 35 percent) had class 2
reaction.

Class 2 reaction is an indication of only swelling

of the grains with no apparent disintegration of the starch.
This is a cliaracteristic not found in either Colusa or Nira
in the concentration of potassium hydroxide used.

Moreover,

this reaction is not even an intermediate between these 2
varieties.
It is apparent from these observations that the parent
plant used in the cross in 1957 to represent Colusa was not
typical of the Colusa variety; but, instead,

probably had a

class 2 type of reaction to the concentration of potassium
hydroxide used in this study.

This type of reaction is

characteristic of the variety Century Patna 231.

Segregates

having class 2 reaction are known to occur in hybrid popu
lations from crosses between parents having higher values in
alkali-digestion tests.
in this manner.

In fact. Century Patna 231 originated

However, it is extremely doubtful that

one-third of the segregates from such a cross could be of
this type.
For genetic analysis of the hybrid it was, therefore,
assumed that one parent was typical of the behavior shown
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by Nira in Table 4 but the other parent plant had class 2
reaction.
It is apparent from Table 4 that the results with
seed from

plants do not show behavior similar to any

conventional genetic model either for a qualitative or a
quantitative character.

For one thing, the 2 modal classes

(2 and 4) had approximately equal frequencies.

The frequency

of class 2 grains (35 percent) was too high to indicate a
single recessive gene for this expression.

Moreover, only

a few grains (22 in 1026) were in class S, the modal of the
Nira parent.
In conclusion, it may be said that it was not possible
from t]ie results obtained with seed from F^ plants to deter
mine the nature of inlieritance of reaction to potassium
hydroxide, except to conclude that genetic variation occurred,
tliat the results were unusual, that seeds having the apparent
behavior of one parent, class 2, occurred-in a relatively
high frequency and the behavior did not fit into any con
ventional genetic model.
Reaction of seeds from individual plants of the parental
varieties, Nira and Colusa, and of an F2 population to
1.6 percent potassium hydroxide.
A row of each of the parental varieties Nira and Colusa,
was planted in I 963, along with 12 rows of the Fg population,
at the Rice Experiment Station, Crowley.

As pointed out in

the Materials and Methods section, seeds from the exact parent
plants were not available;

consequently, seeds of Colusa and
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Nira were obtained from the Rice Experiment Station, Crowley,
and used for planting one row of e a c h .
Milled grains from the individual plants of these vari
eties and of the F2 plants were tested in 1.6 percent
concentration of potassium hydroxide and their mean indices
are presented in Table 5*

Alkali-digestion indices shown

in Table 5 represent class centers of 7 values, except for
index 2.0 wliich represents a single value.
The data in Table 5 show that seeds from 55 individual
plants of Nira were tested.

Alkali-digestion indices of

these plants ranged from 3.6 to 4*9 with a mean value of
4 .4 *

The results show that the variation among the indi

vidual plants was no more than that found in various samples
of tills variety in preliminary tests.

This variation is,

therefore, assumed to be environmental.

These results are

comparable to those reported for this variety by earlier
workers and to those obtained by the writer in tests reported
previously in this dissertation.
considered to be

Thus, these plants are

representative of the Nira variety and

may be used in the genetic study to indicate the reaction
of this variety to potassium h y dr ox id e.
Seeds from 52 individual plants of the Colusa variety
were tested.

Alkali-digestion indices of these plants ranged

from 6.1 to 6.8 with a mean value of 6.5•

The relatively

small variation among the individual plants is presumably
environmental.

These results are in agreement with those
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Table 5*

i
3
CD

Mean alkali-digestion indices for plants of the parental
varieties and Fg population.

C
p.
CD

■o

O
Q
C.

Popu
lation

Total
N o . of
Plants

N o . of plants having the following mean indices.
2.0

2.2

2.6

3.0

Mean

a
o

3

Nira

4

19

27

5

55

4.4

52

6.5

297

3.0

■D

O

Colusa

14

22

16

CD
Q.

F2
■CDo
C/)
C/)

50

31

53

57

35

29

30

8

4
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obtained for this variety by the writer in preliminary tests
and witli those reported by earlier workers.

Thus, it may

be concluded that these plants are representative of the
Colusa variety in cultivation and may be used in the genetic
study to indicate the reaction of that variety.
Seeds from 297 F2 plants were tested.

The F2 plants

were tested individually using IS seeds from each plant.

An

alkali-digestion index for the IS seeds from each plant was
calculated separately.

Tlie alkali-digestion indices of the

297 plants ranged from 2.0 to 4*9 with a mean index of 3*0.
The data in Table 5 show that the range of variation among
the 297 ^2 pi^ri^s was greater than that shown by the either
parental variety.

This is evidence of genetic variation.

The results presented in the table show that 71 F2 plants
out of 297 (about 24 percent) had alkali-digestion indices
ranging from 3.8 to 4 » 9.

This range was covered by Nira.

However, none of the plants had indices from 6.1 to 6 .9 , a
range covered by the Colusa variety.

On the other hand, 226

plants (about 76 percent) had indices ranging from 2.0 to
3 .4 , a range not covered by either Colusa or Nira.

Rirthermore,

this range of reaction is not even intermediate between these
two varieties.
Similar observations were also noted for the results
obtained from the seeds of Fj plants.
It is obvious from the results that the F2 plants did not
have a parent comparable to the Colusa variety but probably
did have Nira as one parent.

It was pointed out in an earlier
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discussion that the behavior of Colusa and Nira shown in
Table 5 is characteristic of the known reaction of tliese
varieties to dilute concentrations of potassium hydroxide
(8,16).
It is apparent from these results that the parent plant
used as Colusa in the cross in 1957 was not representative of
the Colusa variety, but, instead, probably had a class 2
type of reaction to the concentration of potassium hydroxide
used in this study.

The data in Table 5 show that this type

of reaction was shown by 50 F2 plants out of a total of 297.
For genetic analysis of the data from Fg plants, it may,
therefore, be assumed that one parent was typical of the
behavior shown by Nira in Table 5 and the other parent had
class 2 reaction to the concentration of potassium hydroxide
used in tJiis study.
The results obtained from the F2 plants confirm the
conclusion drawn earlier from the data pertaining to F%
plants.

These results gave evidence that the parent plant

used as Colusa in tJie cross in 1957 was not representative
of the Colusa variety in cultivation.

Rather it had class 2

reaction to the concentration of potassium hydroxide used
in this study.
Reaction to 1.6 percent potassium hydroxide of seeds from
individual plants of the Nira variety and from 297 Fg
plants of a cross between Nira and Colusa.
Eighteen seeds from each of 55 plants representing the
Nira variety were tested.

All of 55 plants gave essentially
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identical frequency distributions of tJie seeds in various
alkali-digestion classes.

The results from the 55 plants

w e r e , therefore, combined and are given in the first row of
Table 6.

The results show that all except 22 of the 990

seeds tested were placed in classes 4 and 5*
seeds were in

However, 3

class 2 and 19 seeds in class 3.

Seeds in

class 2 were so rare that they were considered as probably
representing mixture.

Therefore, class 2 reaction was not

considered a characteristic of the Nira variety.
other hand 19 seeds were classified as class 3•

On the
This is

such a low frequency that class 3 reaction is not considered
to be typical of Nira, although an occasional grain having
the genetic make up of Nira may give this reaction.

It can

be concluded that in interpreting tlie results of the genetic
population a range consisting of classes 4 and 5 with an
occasional seed in class 3 can be considered to represent
the behavior of the Nira parental variety.
Eighteen seeds from each of the 297 plants wore tested
and classified individually.

In presenting the data in

Table 6, the 18 seeds from each
as an Fo line.

plant have been treated

A frequency distribution for each line based

on alkali-digestion classes is given in Table 6.

Where 2

or more lines were represented by the same classes and the
same frequencies, they were placed in the same row of Table 6
and identified by separate F2 plant number.

For example,

the seeds from 50 of the F2 plants bred true for the class 2
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Table 6.

Frequency distribution in alkali-digestion score
classes of seeds from the Nira variety and 297 Fg
plants-"- from a cross between Nira and Colusa.

Variety or
F2 plant no.
Nira
l-50-"--:iF2
II
51-61
II
62-64
II
65-69
II
70-73
II
74-75
II
76-78
It
79
II
80 .
II
81
II
82
II
S3
II
84
II
85
II
86
II
87
II
88
II
89
II
90-91
II
92-93
II
94-96
II
97-98
II
99-100
II
101-105
II
106
II
107
II
108
II
109
It
110
It
111
II
112
II
113-116
II
117-122
II
123-124
II
125
II
126
II
127
It
128
II
129-130

N o . of seeds in the following
alkali- digestion score classes
2
5
3
4
3
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
10
6
3
12
11
7
5
13
15
13
12
9
13
12
11
10
9
8
5
14
11
9
13
12
11
10
9
8
6
10
9
12

19

535

433

—

—
—
—
-

—
-

1
2
3
4
5
6
8
12
15
5
6
10
12
4
1
3
4
7
2
3
4
5
6
7
10
1
4
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
4
5
1

1
1
1
1
-

1

2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3

—
—
—
1
1

1
—
—
—
—
—

-

1
4

5

—
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Table 6 contd.

Variety or
F2 plant n o .

F2

It
It
It
II
It
tt
It
It
II
It
It
It
It
It
It
tt
It
tt
It
tt
tt
tt
It
tt
It
ti
tt
It
tt
It
It
It
It
It
tt
It
It
It
tt
tt
It
It
tt
tt

131-132
133-134
135
136
137
138-139
140
141
142
143-144
145
146-147
148
149-152
153
154
155-156
157
158
159-160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169-171
172-173
174-176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184-185
186
187
188
189
190
191

N o . of seeds in tlic following
alkali- difrestion score classes
2
5
4
3
11
10
9
8
5
9
8
10
7
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
7
11
10
9
S
7
4
4
8
4
11
8
7
6
9
8
5
9
7
6
9
9
4
9
8
4
9
4

2
3
4
5
8
4
5
3
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
5
1
2
3
4
5
8
8
4
8
-

3
4
5
2
3
6
2
4
5
2
2
7
2
2
6
1
6

5
5
5
5
5
4
4
3
0
6 ■
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
4
4
4
4
4
5
4
3
3
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
5
5
5
4
3
3
2
8
8
7
7
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1
1
2
5
-

-

1
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
3
3
—
-

1
1
1
2
2
2
3
4
4
5
-

1
1
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Table 6 contd.

Variety or
^2 plant n o .
F2
It
It
tt
tt
tt
It
It
tt
It
tt
It
It
tt
It
It
tt
It
tt
It
It
ti
It
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
It
It
It
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
It
tt
It
tt
tt

192-193
194-195
196
197
198
199-200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208-209
210
211-212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220-221
222
223
224
225
226
227-228
229
230
231
232
233-235
236
237
238
239
240
241-242
243
244
245
246

N o . of seeds in the following
alkali- digestion score classes
2
4
5
3
7
6
9
8
6
5
8
7
7
7
5
5
7
6
4
3
6
4
5
6
6
6
6
5
5
3
3
2
2
4
4
3
5
3
2
2
1
1
2
3
1
2
2
2
2

3
4
1
2
4
5
2
3
3
3
5
5
2
3
5
6
3
5
4
3
3
3
2
3
3
5
5
6
5
3
3
4
1
3
4
4
5
5
4
2
4
3
3
3
3

6
6
3
4
4
4
5
5
4
3
3
-

9
9
9
9
8
8
8
7
6
5
10
10
7
8
6
6
11
10
7
7
12
9
11
7
9
7
7
13
8
12
10
6
5
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2
2
5
4
4
4
3
3
4
5
5
8
1
1
1
2
3
4
—
3
2
4
4
—
1
4
4
—
3
1
5
3
5
5
“

5
1
3
7
8
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Table 6 contd.

Variety or
F 2 plant no.

F2
"
"
"
"
ti
"
"
•*
«»
"
••
"
"
'•
"
"
"
>•
"
"
"
»»
»
«»
«»
»»
"
"
”
"
"
'*
"
"
"

247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256-257
258
259
260
261
262-263
264-265
266
267-268
269-271
272
273
274
275
276-277
278-279
280
281
282
283
284-285
286
287-289
290-292
293
294-295
296
297

No. of seeds in the following
alkali-digestion score classes.
2
4
5
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—

—

2
2
3
2
1
1
8
7
7
6
6
5
5
5
4
4
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

8
7
8
9
16
10
3
9
6
12
10
11
9
8
14
10
14
13
12
8
15
14
13
12
10
16
15
14
13
12
11
9
7
6
3
2
1

6
.7
6
6
-

6
7
2
5
—
2
2
4
5
—
4
1
3
4
8
2
3
4
5
7
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
11
12
15
16
17

#Since the endosperm of the seeds was tested, the seeds from
an F 2 plant were equivalent to an Fj l i n e .
■«•VÎ-A11 Fo plants which showed the same behavior were combined
in the same row of the t a b l e . For example all 18 grains
tested from each of the first 50 F2 plants in the table
had class 2 reaction only.
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reaction;

these were arbitrarily assigned numbers 1 through

50 and are listed in the second row of Table 6.
The results in Table 6 show that there was a continuous
variation among the 297 plants with an extremely large number
of different types of behavior represented.
It was concluded from the data presented in Table 5
that the

population did not have a parent plant typical

of Colusa but that Nira was one of the parents while the
other had class 2 reaction.

For genetic analysis of the data

type 2 reaction was, therefore,

considered to represent one

of the presumed parents.
It is apparent from the results presented in Table 6
that the variation among the 297 lines is continuous in such
a fashion that it is impossible to divide the progenies into
meaningful gr ou p s .

However, the results show that 50 lines,

numbered from 1 through 50 in Table 6 gave type 2 reaction
only, indicating that these lines were true breeding for
this class of reaction.

In order to test the validity of

this assumption 90 additional seeds from each of 10 of these
50 lines were tested.

The 10 lines were randomly selected.

Six of these 10 lines had all 90 seeds in type 2 reaction;
3 lines, however, had 1 or 2 grains in class 3 and all the
remaining grains in class 2.

These 3 lines were not appre

ciably different from the results obtained with Century
Patna 231.

The variety Century

class 2 reaction and is assumed

Patna 231 is known to have
to be similar to one of
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parent plants involved in the cross.

One line out of these

10 on the other hand gave 85 grains in class 2, 4 grains in
class 3 and one grain in class 4 .

From these results it

might be concluded that approximately 90 percent of the 50
lines shown as true breeding for class 2 reaction in Table 6
are probably homozygous for that reaction.

It may be pointed

out that although most of these 50 lines are probably true
breeding for type 2 reaction, yet the possibility of small
genetic variation in some cases cannot be ruled out.
The data show that 11 lines, numbered from 51 through
61, had all but 1 grain in class 2, indicating very close
similarity between these 11 lines and the first 50 lines.
Therefore, it may be pointed out that lines numbered 51
through 61 are probably very similar if not identical genetic
ally to lines 1 through 5 0 .
Seventeen lines numbered from 62 to 7 8 , although similar
to lines I-6I, showed somewhat more variability.

Most of

these 17 lines appear to be different from the first 61 lines
to some degree.

Furthermore, some differences among these 17

lines are also probable.

But in general the first 78 lines

appear to be relatively close to each other in their behavior
and similar to one of the presumed parents.
It might also be noted that lines 1 through 8l did not
contain any seeds of class 4 or 5 reaction, the reaction
characteristic of the Nira parent.

Thus none of these first

81 lines fell within the range of Nira.
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In 122 of the 297 lines more than half of the 18 seeds
tested were placed in class 2.

It may be noted that not

all of these lines were otherwise alike but tliat they did
have that feature in conunon.
It is interesting to note that none of the lines had
all 18 seeds in class 3, a class intermediate between the
presumed reactions of tlie parents.

In fact, only a few

lines (numbered 80, 81, 8 4 , §5 and IO7) had most of the seeds
in class 3 .
plants.

Similar results were obtained from the seeds of
None of the 12 Fj plants tested gave most of tlie

seeds in class 3*

A total of 1026 seeds from 12 Fj plants

were tested and only 257 seeds gave type 3 reaction.
The results in Table 6 show that in a large number of
the lines, numbered from 82 through 2 52 , seeds ranging from
class 2 through class 4 and/or class 5 were found.

This

represents the complete range of variation between the parent
plants, presumably class 2 for one and class 4 and 5 for the
other and tiie range of the seeds from F% plants.

It may be

pointed out tliat all of tlie se lines were not alike in fre
quency of seeds in each class, however, and these lines were
probably not alike genetically either.

But these lines were

segregating for the complete range of reaction shown by the
parents.

Some of these lines had most of the seeds in class 2,

some had approximately equal frequency of seeds in the vari
ous classes while in other lines most of the seeds were in
classes 4 and 5*
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Seven of the lines showing a complete range of segre
gation (numbered 86, 161, 184, 199, 230, 236 and 245) were
tested more intensively with 90 additional seeds of each
line.

All of these 7 lines again showed complete and con

tinuous range from class 2 through class 5 in reaction.
Furthermore, the relative frequency of the various classes
for the 90 seeds was similar, with one exception, to that
found with only 18 seeds.

Five of these 7 lines tested

intensively are fairly similar in frequency distribution to
that of seeds from F% plants and may be genetically identical
to the Fj plants.
There is no doubt that a large number of lines possessed
genes which caused them to segregate for the complete range
of variation represented by the parents.

There is also no

doubt but that many of these lines were genetically different
from each other.
Approximately 30 lines, numbered 267 through 297 in
Table 6, resembled Nira closely in behavior.
all, of the seeds were classified as 4 and 5«

All, or almost
Thus, it

appears that these lines may be genetically identical to
the Nira parent in reaction to dilute potassium hydroxide.
In order to test the validity of the conclusion that
lines 267 through 297 were genetically identical to the
Nira parent, 12 of these 31 lines were further tested using
90 additional seeds from each.

It was observed that 3 of

the 12 lines gave only type 4 and 5 reaction.

An additional
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3 lines had all grains except one in classes 4 and 5.

Thus

6 of the 12 lines tested more intensively gave a reaction
similar to Nira.

The other 6 lines appeared to be somewhat

different from Nira in behavior.

Consequently, tlie results

obtained from the tests made with 90 additional grains indi
cate that all of the 31 lines numbered from 267 through 297
were not genetically identical to the Nira parent, but approx
imately half of them were so.

Thus, approximately 15 of the

297 lines in Table 6 were like the Nira parent.

Several other

lines were very similar but not entirely identical to Nira
in their b e h a v i o r .
The results in Table 6 suggest strongly that several
pairs of genes were segregating in the cross for reaction to
dilute potassium hydroxide.

This is evident from the fact

that a very large number of apparently genetically different
lines were obtained among the 297 tested.
However, some of the results suggest that the difference
in the parents is governed primarily by 1 or a few major
genes.

This is evident from the fact that as many as 50

or more of tlie 297 lines behaved as though they were true
breeding for the characteristic of the low reaction parent and
approximately 15 lines appeared to be true breeding for the
reaction of the Nira p a r e n t .

The remaining genes involved

appeared to have small effects on reaction and are assumed to
be modifiers of the major ones.
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It appears from the results as if the major gene or
genes responsible for the Nira type reaction is influenced
more strongly by modifiers than its allele responsible for
type 2 reaction.

The evidence for this is that tlie number

of lines presumably true breeding for type 2 reaction is
much higher than the probable number of lines true breeding
for the Nira type reaction.
It may be concluded from the above discussion that the
inheritance of reaction to potassium hydroxide is possibly
governed by 1 or a few genes with major effect and an undeter
mined number of modifiers.

This trait behaves like a

quantitative character strongly influenced by environment.
From breeding stand point it may be observed that a
moderately high number of lines which are true breeding for
tlie Nira type of reaction can be recovered from a relatively
small population.

From the 297 lines tested it appears that

approximately 15 lines were true breeding for the Nira type
reaction.

In addition, a majority of the remaining lines

contained several seeds with the Nira reaction, suggesting
that no difficulty would be encountered in obtaining segre
gates from the F2 plants which would be equivalent to Nira
in reaction.

Results in Table 6 suggest strongly that in

order to recover Nira type reaction, lines or plants must
possess in addition to the major gene or genes, a large
number of modifiers.

Results also indicate that large number

of undesirable F2 plants could be discarded by a breeder after
testing seeds from these plants in dilute alkali.
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]Ieritability is a fraction of variance in phenotypic
expression that is due to genetic effect.

Information regard

ing heritability is very important to a plant breeder because
it gives an indication of the effectiveness with wliich selection
of genotypes can be based on tlie phenotypic expression.

It

appears from the results obtained with the alkali-digestion
tests that lieritability of this trait is higli.

For one

thing there was a much greater amount of variability present
among tlie seeds from F^ and F2 plants than in the Nira parent.
Furthermore many of the lines were individually more variable
than Nira.

This greater degree of variation than present in

Nira is evidence of the presence of genetic variation.

Furtiier

evidence was obtained by testing an additional 90 seeds from
each of several randomly selected lines.

In almost all cases,

there was close agreement between results of the 2 tests of
the same lines.
These lines of evidence indicate that selection for
desirable Nira type reaction to potassium hydroxide using
seeds of F2 plants will be highly effective.

For increasing

the effectiveness of a breeding program it will be desirable
that in addition to apparently true breeding lines for the
desirable reaction, segregating lines having a large number
of seeds in the desired class should also be selected.

Cooking-soaking tests.
The cooking-soaking test has been used to some extent
to determine qualitative differences among varieties of rice
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(15^25).

lieachell and Stansel (8) used this test to classify

advanced selections of some crosses.

Results of cooking-

soaking tests are reported to be in agreement with those
obtained by tlie iodine-blue test (11) and those of amylose
determinations made by analytical procedures (8).
An attempt was made to make use of tliis test to classify
individual seeds from 297 f2 plants in order to obtain genetic
information.
Preliminary tests were conducted to determine tlie reli
ability of the technique to be adopted for obtaining genetic
information from seeds of the F2 plants.

Seven varieties

used for standardizing the alkali-digestion test were also
used for testing the reliability of this technique.

The

7 varieties represented various groups known to differ in
iodine values, amylose content and in their cooking behavior.
Thirty milled grains from each of the 7 varieties were placed
separately in tea balls and cooked in boiling water (tempera
ture of the water ranged between 100.5" and 101*C.), for 6,
8, 10, 15 and 20 minutes.

After cooking, these samples

were soaked for 23 hours at 30*C. and then individual grains
were classified according to a numerical scale based on the
degree of splitting and extent of spreading.

The numerical

scale has been described in the Materials and Method section.
Based on the results from these preliminary tests 8
minutes cooking time was finally adopted to test the genetic
material.

This particular cooking time was adopted because
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it gave distinct differences among the varieties known to
differ in tlieir cooking behavior.

Moreover, this cooking

time gave tlie sharpest differences between the Colusa and
Nira varieties which served as the parents of the cross.
Thirty milled grains from each of 297 F2 plants were
tested and observed individually.

After obtaining the data

from all the 297 F'2 plants, using 30 seeds from each, it was
decided to evaluate these 1'2 plants more intensively, using
70 additional seeds of each plant.

After testing 91 1^2

plants with 70 additional seeds, the data for the two tests,
one with 30 seeds and the other with 70 seeds, from the same
plant were compared.

It was noted that in many cases the

results from the two samples from the seeds of the same
plant differed but to a small extent.

Surprisingly, however,

in a few eases the results obtained from the two tests dif
fered to a great degree.

For example all of the 30 seeds

from F2 plant number 38 when tested the first time were
given a score of 4

in their degree of spreading.

when 70 seeds from

the same plant were

However,

tested later, a

complete range from 2 to 5 was obtained, with 26 grains in
classes 2 and 3 and 44 grains in classes 4 and 5?

As anotJier

example 10 grains from plant number 37 were classified in
class 3 and 20 grains in class 4 in the first test, but in
the second test all of the 70 grains were about equally
divided in classes

2 and 3, with none in class 4 .

plant number 11, which gave

13 grains in class 3,
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and 9 grains in class 5 in the first test, in the second
test gave all tixe 70 grains in class 4.
Based on these observations tlxc cooking-soaking test
was considered to be unreliable to observe differences among
individual grains from Fg plants under the conditions tlie
writer was working although consistent differences were
observed among varieties known to differ in their cooking
behavior.

Bcachell and ilalick (6) also noted that the

cooking-soaking test was not an accurate index of cooking
quality for short and medium grain varieties.
The data obtained from 297 F 2 plants were considered
unreliable for genetic analysis of these plants and were
therefore, discarded.

The reason for failure of the test

to be reliable when used on seed from F2 plants is unknown.

Starch-Iodine-Blue Tests
In 1956 Ilalick and Keneaster described the starch-iodineblue test and since then it has been used intensively in the
United States in rice breeding programs for selecting lines
and strains with desirable cooking quality.

This test is

reported to be a reliable indication of the relative amount
of amylose starch (11,30).

Varieties or strains having low

iodine values are reported to have high amylose content and
consequently cook dry and flaky.

Varieties with high iodine

values have low amylose and are sticky after cooking.

Because

of the importance of this test in rice breeding programs and
the fact that very little has been published regarding the
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inheritance of this trait, an attempt was made to study the
inlieritance of iodine value in a cross between two varieties
of rice differing in iodine values.
Seeds from tlie individual plants of the Colusa and
Nira varieties and from Fj and F 2 plants were tested.
sample of Century Patna 2J1 was included in
a control.

A

the tests as

The data are presented in Table 7*

Each iodine

transmission class in Table 7 represents a class center of
10 values;

for example, class center 8.3 represents 10 values

ranging from 6.0 to 10.5 percent.

The iodine-blue tests’,were

conducted according to the procedure described by Ilalick and
Keneaster (11).
The data in Table 7 show that samples from 55 individual
plants of the Nira variety were tested.

Iodine transmission

values for the 55 plants ranged from 7«0 to 11.5 percent with
a mean value of 8.8 percent.

Tlie low iodine transmission values

indicate that the Nira variety has relatively high amylose
content.
Results in Table 7 show that out of 55 Nira plants 50
plants fell in the iodine transmission class of 8.3 and only
5 plants were in the class of 13-3•

The small variation is

presumably environmental and the range from 7*0 to 11.5 percent
is considered to be typical of the Nira variety in studying
the behavior of the 297 F2 plants.

The writer could not

find any published data on behavior of Nira in respect to
the iodine test.
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Table 7-

Frequency distribution of plants for iodine transmission values of the
Nira, Colusa and Century Patna 231 varieties and
and F2 plants.

CD

No . of plants in the following iodine transmission classes.
3.
3"
CD

0 _

lation

13.3

18.3

23.3

28.3

33.3

38.3

43.3

48.3

53.3

58.3

63.3

68.3

73.3

Total
n o . of
plants

CD

■D
O
Q.
C
a
o
3
■D
O
CD

Nira

50

55

5
22

Colusa

30

52

Century
Patna 231

6

13

2

21*

Q.

Fl
■CDD
C/)
C/)

F%

29

75

74

1

10

1

43

7

1

12
3

10

15

11

10

6

12

1

*21 samples of Century Patna 231 came from the same seed lot rather than individual plants.
In all other cases each sample came from an individual plant.

297

74

A total of 52 samples from individual plants of tlie
Colusa variety were tested.

The iodine transmission values

for tlie 52 plants ranged from I 7 .O to 25.5 percent with a
mean value of 21.0 percent.

The variation among the indi

vidual plants was relatively small and is assumed to be
environmental.

Results in Table 7 show that 22 plants were

in the iodine class of I S .3 while the remaining 30 were in
class 2 3 .3 .

These values obtained for the Colusa variety

were much lower than the reported values of 40 percent and
48 percent for this variety (8,12).
Samples of Century Patna 2 31 taken at random from 1
seed .7 't were included as a control.

Iodine values of 21

samples tested ranged from 41.5 to 51.5 percent with a mean
value of 46.9 percent.

Since these samples came from the

same seed lot and variation among them is not great,

the

variation among samples is considered to be environmental.
It may be pointed o u t , however, that the values obtained for
Century Patna 23I are much lower than the reported values
of this variety of 73.0 percent (11) and 75.0 to 8 4 .0 percent
(8) iodine transmission.
Prom the comparison of the values obtained by the writer
and the reported values of the Colusa and Century Patna 231
varieties it is apparent that environmental conditions at
Crowley in I963 were not normal and led to lower than average
iodine values.

The F2 plants, grown under the same conditions

were undoubtedly influenced in a similar manner.
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Two replications of e ;ch of the 12
for iodine transmission value.

plants were run

The iodine values for tJie 2

replications were very close and, therefore, the mean of the
two replications was used to represent tlie value of each
plant.

The iodine values of tlie 12 plants ranged from 24.5

to 31*0 percent with a mean of 28.8 percent.
Although the endosperm of the seeds from F^ plants was
tested, which is equivalent to the F? generation, the 1
gram ground sample of approximately 40 to 50 milled grains
represented a composite sample giving an average behavior
of the Fg population from an Fj p l a n t .
Variation among the 12 plants was small and is assumed
to be environmental.

The results in Table 7 show that 11

of the 12 F2 plants were out of the range covered by both
parental varieties, Colusa as well as Nira.

The mean of

the 12 plants is considerably higher than that of either
variety.
It is evident from the results that the parent plant
used as Colusa in the cross had an iodine value much higher
tlian the values sliown for tiie Colusa variety in Table 7 •
The Fj values are higher than those of the presumed high
parent, Colusa.

Instead, it seems probable that the parent

plant used in the cross as Colusa had an iodine value similar
to that of Century Patna 231.

Similar conclusions were

drawn from the alkali-digestion tests conducted independently
It was concluded that tlie parent plant used as Colusa in
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the cross had a reaction to dilute alkali similar to that
of Century Patna 231.
A 1 gram milled and ground sample from the seeds of each
of tiie 297 p2 plants was tested.

Tlie endosperm of the seeds

from an Fo plant is equivalent to the

a

generation;

consc-

quently the iodine value of the composite sample of seeds
from an F2 jîlant should be considered as an average behavior
of its Fj l i n e .
The results in Table 7 show that the iodine values for
297 F2 plants ranged from 6.5 to 73*0 percent with a mean
value of 25.2 percent.

Progenies from F2 plants showed an

extremely wide range from as low as or lower than that of
Nira to others with iodine values much higher than tiiose of
the other assumed parent.

This is evidence of considerable

genetic variation.
Although the inheritance of iodine value was quantitative
in nat ur e, the frequency distribution of F2 plants was
distinctly bimodal, one mode between iodine classes of 13*3
and 18.3 and the other at 4 8 .3 *• It is probable from the
frequency distribution that the parent used under the name
Colusa in the cross had an iodine value similar to those
shown for Century Patna 231, that is, a range from 41*5 to
51.5 percent iodine transmission, with a mean value of 46.9
percent.
Similar conclusions were drawn from the seeds of Fj^
plants.

It was also concluded from the results of
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alkali-digestion tests that the Fj and F2 plants were derived
from the cross witli one parent similar in behavior to Century
Patna 2J1 and the other being N i r a .
The results in Table 7 show that about 74 percent of
tlie F2 plants had low to moderately low values of iodine
transmission, ranging from 6.5 to 25-5 percent.

This is

evidence of partial dominance for low iodine value.

In the

absence of dominance a large number of plants would have
been close to the mean value.

Moreover, in the absence of

dominance the mean value would have been close to 28.0
percent, the average of the 2 parents,

assuming one parent

had a value similar to that of Century Patna 231.

Partial

dominance for low iodine value was also reported by an
earlier worker (2 4 ).
The data show that about three-fourt]is of the F2 plants
had low to moderately low (6.5 to 25.5 percent) iodine values
and tlie remainging one-fourth had high (26.0 to 73.0 percent)
values.
of genes.

This suggests that the parents differed by one pair
Another line of evidence for tliis conclusion is

the distinctly bimodal distribution.

Seetharanian (24) also

reported one pair of major genes governing this trait.

Beachell

and Halick (7) in one cross reported one gene difference while
in another cross found 2 or more genes governing this trait.
From the results it appears that other genes had a
modifying effect on the major gene pair governing the inheri
tance of iodine value.

One evidence for this conclusion is
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the low frequency of

plants Jiaving as low iodine value

as did the Nira parent.

If only 1 pair of genes controlled

the parental difference, 25 percent of the F2 plants should
have behaved like Nira.

Although it is not apparent from

Table 7, only 39 of the F2 plants were witliin the range of
Nira.

Tlius, most of the

plants which had moderately

low iodine values were actually slightly higher than the
Nira parent.

It is probable that many of these plants

possessed a major gene foi’’ low iodine value from Nira plus
minor ones from tlie other parent, causing a modifying effect
on the values of these p la n t s .
Another line of evidence for the presence of genes
having modifying effect on the major gene is the wide range
found in the F 2 among plants which were intermediate between
Nira and the presumed high iodine parent.

This wide range

cannot be accounted for by assuming that the plants are all
genetically alike and heterozygous for the major pair of
genes.

Thirdly, there appeared to be distinct evidence of

transgressive inheritance for abnormally high iodine values.
This can only be accounted for by assuming that the parents
differed by more than one pair of genes.

An earlier worker

also found an undetermined number of genes having modifying
effect upon the major gene (2 4 ).
The results in Table 7 show that a large number of plants
(29 out of 297) exceeded the assumed range of values for the
high iodine parent.

This is evidence of transgressive
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segregation for higli iodine value.

It may be pointed out

that some of these segregates have abnormally high values,
indicating a possibility of gene interaction.
It appears that no F2 plant had a genotype for iodine
value lower than the low iodine parent, Nira.

One Fg plant

was slightly lower than the range of Nira, 6.5 compared with
7.0 percent.
environmental.

This very small difference is px’esumably
Consequently no Fg plant appears to have

higher amylose content than Nira.

Similar results were

obtained by Seetharainan (24).
From tlie results it may be concluded tJxat the inheri
tance of iodine value behaves neither like a typical
quantitative character nor like a typical qualitative one.
Features of both quantitative as well as qualitative charac
ters are obvious from the data.

For example a continuous

range and a large number of genes segregating having small
effects resulting in transgressive segregation for high
iodine value are the features of a quantitative character.
On the other hand presence of one pair of major genes,
bimodal distribution and partial dominance are the features
more common in qualitative characters than in quantitative
ones.
In summary it may be concluded tliat inheritance of
iodine value in this cross shows partial dominance for low
iodine value, probably one pair of genes with major effect
and an undetermined number of genes having modifying effect
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upon the major ^ c n e .

TJie behavior of iodine value is neither

like a typical quantitative character nor like a typical
qualitative character.
From the breeding stand point it may be noted that a
farily large number of plants presumably true breeding for
low iodine value of the Nira parent can be recovered from a
relatively small population.

From 297 F2 plants it appears

that 29 or possibly more plants are similar in iodine value
and consequently in amylose content to the Nira variety.

In

addition to these 29 plants there are a large number of plants
approaching as low value as possessed by Nira, indicating
tliat no difficulty should be encountered in a breeding pro
gram to recover Nira type plants from a population reasonable
of size.

However, the results indicated that in order to

recover plants with iodine values like Nira tlie segregates
must possess in addition to a major gene several modifiers
for low iodine value.

It is apparent from tlie results that

a breeder can eliminate in F2 a large number of plants having
high iodine values.
It a])pears from tJie results that the lieritability of
iodine value is high.

The 297 plants showed an extremely

wide range in iodine values.

The range in F^ was much greater

than that of the varieties included in the same experiments.
This is evidence of considerable genetic variation and that
the effect of genetic variation exceeded greatly that due to
environment.

A relatively small variation shown by the three
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varieties Nira, Colusa and Century Patna 231 indicates a
relatively small environmental effect.
These lines of evidence indicate tliat selection on
individual plant basis in F2 or later for iodine value
should be highly effective.

However, it will still be

necessary in a breeding program to select a relatively
large number of plants that apjiroaeh the low iodine value
parent.

Many of tlie se will not be homozygous for all genes

required for low iodine value but should give rise to such
desirable types through further segregation.

Correlation between alkali-digestion
indices and iodine transmission v- lues.
It is appreciated that cooking quality is a complex
character influenced by several factors, particularly amylose
content, gelatinization temperature and pasting characteristics
In rice breeding programs in the United States the starchiodine-blue test is used to estimate the relative amylose
content of the starch and the alkali-digestion test is used
to estimate relative temperature of gelatinization.

Vari

eties suitable for parboiling and quick-cook processing have
low iodine values and moderate reactions to dilute concen
trations of potassium hydroxide, similar to the Nira variety.
It is the object of the rice breeder to combine these
two traits, low iodine value and moderate reaction to dilute
alkali, in his selections in order to obtain desirable strains
which are dry and flaky cooking types.

It will be very
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important for the plant breeder to know if these two traits
are associated with one another;

if so, the breeder would

like also to know the degree and the nature of the association
If two traits are associated with one another is such a
manner that desirable values of one variable are associated
with desirable values of the other varialbe, then the associ
ation may be helpful in a breeding program because selection
for one desirable trait automatically selects for the other.
On the other hand if an undesirable trait is associated with
a desirable one, then the association is a handicap in plant
breeding.

In that ease, it will be more difficult (depending

upon the association) for a plant breeder to select for the
desirable trait without also obtaining the undesirable o n e .
The effect of tlie association between 2 traits will
depend upon the degree of association.

Any correlation

coefficient less than ,4j irrespective of its significance,
will probably indicate that the association is not important
in a breeding program.

A correlation coefficient of .4

indicates that only 16 percent of the variation in one vari
able is associated witli the variation in the other variable.
This 16 percent association is not enough to make selection
e ff e c t i v e .
It was the purpose of this study to determine if the
iodine transmission values and alkali-digestion indices of
the 2 parents are associated in the hybrid population;

if so,

then the nature and the degree of the association must be
considered.
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The simpj.c correlation coefficient (r) between the
iodine values and alkali-digestion indices among tlic 297
plants was determined.
was obtained.

A higlily significant r value of -.70

TJie magnitude of the correlation coefficient

indicates that a strong association exists whicli sliould be
important in a breeding program.

TJie negative sign of tJie

correlation coefficient indicates tJiat tlie desirable low
iodine value of Nira was associated with tlie equally desir
able moderate alkali value.

TJie otJier parent Jiad a JiigJi

iodine value combined witJi an extremely low alJcali-digestion
index of jiresumably class 2.0.
TJie association between iodine transmission values and
alJcali-digestion indices for tJie Fg population is sliown
as a scatter diagram in Figure 1.
I'igure 1 indicates tJiat tJiere was a very strong tendency
for plants Jiaving low alkali-digestion indices of 2.0, or
essentially 2.0, to be above 40 percent in iodine value.
It may be noted tJiat all Jiut 3 of tJie 50 plants wliicJi Jiad
an alJcali-digestion index of 2.0 Jiad iodine values greater
tJian 40 percent.

TJie tJiree plants tJiat were exceptions to

tJiis still Jiad iodine values considerably higher tJian would
be desirable for a dry cooking rice variety.

At tJie otJier

extreme, all but 1 of tlie 17 plants having iodine values
less than 10 percent, had moderate alkali indices similar
to tJie Nira parent, indicating a strong association between
very low iodine values and moderate alJcali-digestion indices.
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Scatter diagram showing the association between
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On tiie other Jiand, it is apparent from Figure 1 that
there was no association of importance between tiie 2 ciiaracteristics for the F2 plants wliich had alkali-digestion indices
above 2.5 and iodine values of 10 percent or above.

Among

these F2 plants, whicii made up a majority of the population,
the levels of the two traits were essentially independent
of one anotlier and new combinations were common, such as
moderately low alkali-digestion indices of 2.5 to 3*0 com
bined with moderately low iodine values of 10 to 15 percent.
It appeal’s from Figure 1 tiiat blie high negative corre
lation

coefficient among the 297 1^2

ants is due largely

to the strong tendency for plants with extremely low alkalidigestion indices to be very higli in iodine values.
order to test tlie validity of this observation,

In

separate

correlation coefficients were determined among 82 plants
with alkali-digestion values ranging from 2.000 to 2.388
and among the remaining 215 plants with alkali-digestion
values higher than 2 .3 8 8 .

The former group of 82 plants

gave a highly significant correlation coefficient of -.66
and the latter group of 215 plants also gave a highly signi
ficant correlation coefficient, but only of -. 3 6 .

It is

apparent, therefore, that the strong association among the
297 F2 plants was due primarily to the fact that there was
a strong tendency for very low alkali-digestion indices to
be associated with high iodine values.
The association between low alkali-digestion indices
and high iodine values appears to be due to some common
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factor.

Apparently, the condition which caused a very low

alkali-digestion index of 2.0 also prevented the development
of a high amylose content.

A strong tendency for very low

alkali-digestion indices to be associated completely with
high iodine values is evidence of this observation.
From the breeding stand point a negative correlation
of -, 7 between alkali-digestion indices and iodine values
appears to be highly important.

Rice breeders in the United

States are attempting to develop long grain varieties which
combine low iodine values with a moderate alkali reaction.
The nature and degree of association among the 297 F 2 plants
suggests that the association would be very useful for the
breeder.

He should be able to select for either of the

traits and the other will be automatically selected.
Unfortunately, however, the association is somewhat
misleading.

It is strong only because of the almost com

plete association between extremely low alkali-digestion
indices and high iodine values for approximately 80 plants.
If selection had been practiced among the remaining F2 plants
for iodine values of 15 percent or lower, many of the selected
plants would have been undesirably low in alkali-digestion
index.

In order to have obtained F2 plants which were

moderate in alkali-digestion index and low in iodine values
it would have been necessary to select for both characteris
tics.

Thus, the association between these traits would

actually have been of little importance in a breeding program.
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It may be concluded that within the group of plants
having alkali values of 2.5 or higher and iodine values of
10 percent or higher, these two traits behaved more or less
independently;
characters.

therefore, selection should include both

However, since the correlation coefficient of

-.7 among the F2 plants was due primarily to a strong tendency
for very low alkali-digestion indices to be associated with
high iodine values, a rice breeder could conduct the alkalidigestion test first, because of its simplicity, and discard
all plants having very low alkali indices.

None of these

plants would have an iodine value acceptable for a dry cooking
rice variety.
It should be pointed out that many rice varieties,
including almost all socalled Japonica varieties, have high
iodine values combined with very high alkali-digestion indices
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SUmiARY
A study of inheritance of alkali-digestion index and
iodine value was made with seeds from

and F 2 plants of a

cross between Nira and an unknown variety of I’ice.
In order to test the reliability of the alkali-digestion
test, preliminary tests were conducted with 7 varieties
of rice of known reaction to potassium hydroxide.

Four

concentrations, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7 and 2.0 percent potassium
hydroxide were used in these tests.

The results obtained

from the preliminary tests were in agreement with those
reported by earlier workers.

Based on t h e s e .preliminary

tests a concentration of 1.6 percent was adopted for testing
the genetic populations.
Seeds from more than 50 individual plants from each of
tiie Nira and Colusa varieties were tested.

The mean alkali-

digestion indices for plants of Colusa and Nira were 4*4
and 6.5 respectively.

These plants were not derived from

t]ie seeds of exact parent plants involved in the cross.
A total of 1026 seeds from 12 Fj plants gave a mean
alkali-digestion index of 3*1»

Since the endosperm of the

seeds was tested, the seeds from F^ plants segregated and
covered a range of alkali values from 2 to 5*

It was evi

dent from the results that Nira was one of the parents of the
cross but that the other was not Colusa.

Instead, the second

parent must have had an alkali-digestion index of 2, similar
to that of Century Patna 231.

Thus the parent plant used

89
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as Colusa was not representative of tlie Colusa variety, whicJi
had an index of 6.5.

This distribution of the 1026 seeds

from Fj plants was bimodal with modes in classes 2 and 4.
The results from Fj plants did not fit into any conventional
genetic model.
Eighteen seeds from each of 297 F 2 plants were tested.
The 297 plants ranged in alkali digestion indices from 2.0
to 4.9) with a mean value of 3.0.

It, again, was apparent

from the results obtained from the seeds of F^ plants that
one of the parents used in the cross had a reaction to
potassium hydroxide of type 2.

Due to the continuous range

shown by tlie 297 F2 plants it was not possible to divide the
progenies of these plants into meaningful classes.

Results

suggested strongly that several pairs of genes were involved
in determining the inheritance of this trait.

However, 1 or

a few had a major effect and an undetermined number of genes
had modifying effects upon the major gene or genes.
Results indicated no difficulty should be encountered
in recovering the desirable Nira type of plants from a
reasonably small population.

Results also showed high heri

tability for this trait and selection from Fg plants should
be highly effective.
The cooking-soaking test was used to observe individual
grains from F2 plants.

Although consistent differences were

obtained from tlie 7 varieties used in preliminary tests, the
test failed to give reproducible values with the seeds from
F2 plants.
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The iodine—blue test was used to estimate relative amylose
content.

Mean iodine values for the Nira and Colusa plants

were 8.8 and 21.0 percent respectively and that of the Century
Patna 231 control samples was 46.9 percent.

The iodine values

of the composite samples of seeds from each of t]ie 12
ranged from 24.5 to 31.0 with a mean value of 28.8.

plants
These

results indicated that the parent plant used as Colusa in
the cross had iodine values similar to that of Century Patna
231.
Seeds from 297 F 2 plants ranged in iodine value from 6.5
to 73.0 with a mean value of 25.2.

It was again evident tliat

one of the parent plants used in the cross had an iodine value
similar to that of Century Patna 231.
plants was distinctly bimodal.

The distribution of the

The results gave evidences

that the inheritance of iodine value in this cross showed
partial dominance for low iodine v a lu e.

Probably one pair

of genes with major effect and an undetermined number of genes
having modify^ing effects upon the major gene were involved.
The results indicated transgressive segregation for high
iodine value.

This trait neither behaved like a typical

quantitative nor like a typical qualitative character.

The

heritability of iodine value appeared to be high and selec
tion among F2 plants should be highly effective.
A highly significant correlation coefficient of -.7
between alkali-digestion indices and iodine values among 297
F 2 plants was obtained.

Unfortunately this desirable
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association in this cross was strong only because of the almost
complete association between extremely low alkali-digestion
indices and high iodine values for approximately 80 plants.
In the remaining 217 plants these 2 traits behaved more or
less independently.

Therefore, selection should be practiced

in F2 and later generations, for both traits rather than only
one.
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